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TAFT WILL VETO.
Washington, Aug. 8. Presi- dent Taft arrive in Washing- ton at 8:35 o'clock this morn- from Cincinnati where he had
been to attend he funeral of
John W. Herron, Mrs. Taf t'g
father.
The president was
driven to the White House
where a special cabinet meet-inff was to consider his prob- able veto of the tariff bills.
The president read to the
cabinet a draft of his veto

600 MINERS IN PIT

Rescuers Are Unable to Enter Galleries
Where Imprisoned Men Are Held
Because of Flames
kTIOM REFUSED BY THE OFFICIALS
"

Wives and Daughters of Victims Gather at Mouth of Colliery Only
to Be Eefused Tidings of Their Loved OnesAssistance Is Be
in Rushed as Rapidly as Possible Number of Fatalities
Will Be Controlled, It Is Believed, By Haste in
Bringing Succor Accident Most Terrible of Its
Kind in Many Years

Bochum, Germany,
August 8. A
mining disaster which imperiled the
lives of 650 pit men occurred, in the
Lorraine" pit near Gertht today. Many
of the men were rescued, but it is
feared more than 100 have been
killed.
.bodies have been recovTwenty-fiv- e
ered; but tbe rescue parties were
able to enter the gallery in which
the fire damp explosion occurred,
where it ia believed from 50 to 100
men still weer entombed.
Many of
those rescued are suffering from se
vere injuries and it is expected many
of tbm cannot recover.
Tbe rescue detachments which did
such good work at the time of the
Franeh mine disaster at Courrieres,
near Lens on March 10, 1906, when
1.J30 miners were killed, arrived here,
but were unable to penetrate the
owing to the flames and the
poisonous gases. The wives and the
families of doomed miners w(ere gath
ered around the pit head all day, but
were unable to learn any details, as
the officials of the mine refused to
formation. At 6 o'clock 15 more
bodies had been recovered, making
the total known dead 40.
Six hundred and fifty miners were
Imprisoned today in the Lorraine pit
of the coal field about four miles from
here. The day shift had Just descend
ed and was distributing along the
various levels when a serious fire

damp explosion occurred.
The detonation was heard at the
surface and the officials on duty
formed rescue parties, who
rushed hack to the'pit mouth together with the village residents. Eight
seriously Injured miners were soon
brought to the surface. The fate of
the other 642 is not known.
The bodies of seven miners, had,
by 2 o'clock this afternoon, been
brought up from the Lorraine pit of
the coal field near Gerthe, where a
fire damp explosion imprisoned many
Sixteen
men early this morning.
miners also have been brought to
the surface suffering from serious Injuries.

WIRE TELEGRAPH SERVICE

message. After the session
he cancelled all engagements
and remained in the White
House to put his message in
final form. Chairman Emery
of the tariff board was one of
the few callers 'he received. All the members of the cabi- net were present with the ex- ception of Secretary Meyer,
who is in Washington.
The
regular meeting of the cabl- net-w- ill

ROOSEVELT

HE HAS BEEN

1IED
NOTIFICATION COMMITTEE CALLS
ON THE COLONEL AT HIS
HOTEL

kews is

nm to mm

CALIFORNIA GOVERNOR INFORM
ED HE MUST RUN FOR VICE
PRESIDENT;

FIIOTOSHAFEIiS

';

GET

BUSY

'

TAKE

CARPENTER.
Butte, Mont., Aug. 8. Declaring
that not a dollar of hers ever should
to union labor, Miss Elizabeth
g
of a grocery
O'Boyle, proprietress1
here, donned overalls today and completed the carpentry work on her
store, made necessary by damage by
fire. A crowd of union men looked
on and jeered from a safe distance.
Miss O'Boyle's' store had been picketed by unionists because she kept
open after 6 o'clock but she secured
an injunction some weeks ago. Her
store was damaged by fire last week

GROUP

PICTURE
NUMEROUS PROGRESSIVE
CANDIDATES

be held tomorrow.

A WOMAN

TOLO

A

OF

Chicago, Aug. 8. If in the tumult
and shouting yesterday at the nation
al progressive convention
Colonel
Roosevelt had any doubt that he was
for the presieffectively nominated
dency, he was reassured today when
a committee of notification met him
at his hotel.
Though tho colonel had been informally notified when he went to
the cvonventlon and delivered
his
speech of acceptance, the delegates
who had bpen selected from the states
and territories as a formal notification committee wished to carry out
their part of the program Mr. Roosevelt was the center of a lively group
in the hotel lobby when the commlt
tee arrived. He, with Governor Johnson of California, the nominee, for
vice president, and Albert J. Btver-idgthe progressive, candidate ' for
governor of Indiana and permanent
chairman of the convention, had jjst
come from a photograph
gallery
where they .had pictures taken to e
In ime picined in' the
ture the presidential nominee po(i 1
with a group of cowboys.
Whie in the lobby of the hot;l,
Id
Colonel Roosevelt
an
espied
friend in the crowd and he added to
his political menagerie by designated
i
his friend, "an old wolf."

4

KILLS TWO. .
Two persons we're
killed and 20 injured today when a
train on the Plymouth division of
the New York, New Haven & Hartford railroad was' derailed near the
Crescent avenue station," Dorchester.
The train consisted of the locomo8.

tive, the passenger coaches and a
baggage car.
When rounding a sharp curve the
locomotive left the rails and plunged
for hall! its length into the mud.
Three coaches left the rails.. The
engineer and fireman were crushed to
death and several passengers severely cut and bruised.
'

LORIMER "PAID BACK."
allowance
Washington, Aug. S.'-- An
of $35,000 or $40,000 may be made by
the senate to help William Lorimer
of his three
defray the expenses
yeiirs' fight to retain his seat." Mr.
LoSmer has turneu in bills amounting to $100,000 or $125,000. They
have been referred to the lnvestigat--"lncommittee, which will make a
g

statement to the senate probably tomorrow that certain items, amounting
to from $35,000 to $40,000 would be a
.'fair allowance if any be made'.

i'

Many People tin An- gry Without a G00J
Reason,

;

t

CITY EDITION

JUDGE RULES OUT IMPOHTANT

TWO GIRLS KILLED.
Weavervile, Cal., Aug. 8
'
Kate Gould, 13, and Elba
Gould, 16, sisters, were found
murdered at their home at
Steiney's Fiat, near Douglas,
today,
They had been shot
The cabin where the body of
Elba Gould was found showed
that the girls had made a des- perate struggle for life. The
body of the younger girl was
found fifty feet away.
The girls were the daugh- tera of Mrs. William LoreM by
a former marriage. George
Lorenz,
brother of Wlliam
Lorenz, s Ig declared to have
been Insanely jealous of Elba
Gould. He was left at home
with the girls yesterday and
could not be found after the
Lo- discovery of the bodies.
renz, according to friends of
the family,
recently has
shown Indications of insanity.
Posses are searching for him.

PORTION OF THE TESTIMONY OF
A

ViTuTSS

Iff DARROW

TRAIL
7

Piefuses to Permit Canlrell, Socialist Leader
to be Asked Impeaching

IS

le
:k

A GREAT ASSISTANCE TO THE DEFEfIS

,

He--

Witness, it is Understood, Would Have Told Court That Job Har
riman Knew All About the Plot to Blow Up The Los Angeles
Times and Had Bragged to Him Regarding Its
s-Ruling
Is Made After Bitter Fight is Made
Both
Prosecution
by
and Attorneys for
the Accused Man
Succes-

PATENT BILL REPORTED.
Washington, Aug. 8. The Oldfield
bill to revise the patent laws to meet
the recent 'patent monopoly decision
of, the supreme court, was reported, to
the house today by Chairman Oldfield,
of the patent committee. The bill
seeks to set aside tbe decision which

U

6rd

Los Angeles, Cal, Aug. S Judge
Hutton sustained today !U objectior.
CONTINUES
ALSO GETS
of the defense to the question asked
E. A. Cantrell yesterday tending to "
insured "the right to an inventor to
impeach Job Harriman In th6 hribery
IN SISTER NATION
HIS PICTURE
trial of Clarence
S. Uan-owstipulate the kind of material used or
Tha
sold in connection
court ruled that the question, .which
wtih a patentsd
device.
DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE IS NOT related to Harrlman's alleged connec- ZAPATISTAS ARE MAKING TROU
tion with the Los Angeles Times dyTO BE OUTDONE BY TAFT
BLE IN THE SOUTH SINCE
TODAY IN CONGRESS
namiters, purported to Impeach HarOR TEDDY.
OROZCO'S RETREAT.
riman In a collateral matter and
Washington, Aug. 8. Senate Met
10 a. m.
at
Wilson therefore was Improper.
Mexico City, Aug. 8 Slight hope is
Aug.
Seagirt,
and the insurance adjuster gave the
left for New York, today to have, his
Panama canal bill taken up.
Notwithstanding the ruling, Chief
expressed for a settlement of the repair work to union carpenters.
Williams amendment to permit for- portrait drawn.'. Prom the., picture Counsel Rogers of the defense, on tha
Zapata rebellion In spite of the forth When
today, Miss
they appeared
eign built ships, owned by Americans will be reproduced ; campaign photo- ground that Cantrell had Inadvertentcoming peace conference. Three comO'Boyle drove them off wtih a revolvto coatswise privileges defeated.
missioners who are to confer with the er
graph The governor appeared cheer ly answered the question in th af
and did the work herself.
House: Met' at noon.
ful and refreshed after the busy or firmative during yesterday's session,
rebel leader left today for the MexiOldfield bill to revise the patent deal of yesterday's notification cere asked that the defense be permitted
can palace. It was reported Za.mta
laws favorably reported.
monies. As he boarded the train his to cross examine Cantrell.
will have difficulties in keeping his
TURKS ARE DEFEATED.
8.
A unique situation developed when
General
Bor
bill
men in line even if he should ajjree
deficiency
Aug.
appropriation
secretary handed him telegrams of
Cettinje, Montenegro,
I ...
...
passed.on terms Involving less than the res der fighting between the Turks and
congratulation on his speech of ns Rogers withdrew the original objecJ eopiante.
.'.
tion, which had rrecipltftted. the
ignation of Madero.
guerrilla bands of Albanian tribes
Governor Wilson expected to spend lengthy argument, but District Attor
INCENDIARY FIRES?
Influenced by appeal from govern- men continues along the Moute Neg- ment reports not to contribute more rian frontier. A severe engagement
EI Paso, Tex., Aug. 8. The second most of today and tomorrow at vhe ney Fredericks met this move by
Main street fire in 48 hours today artist's studio, returning here Satur- withdrawing the question,
leaving
weight to the burden of disorders took place yesterday, the result of
'
Mexico already carries, the textile which is not known. The Turkish
destroyed Juarez business property day. National Chairman McCombs nothing before the court but a fleslre
who have been
mills strikers in both the Orizaba frontier
troops,
worth $50,000. Juarez has been with- and other members of the national of, the defense to cross examine Candistrict and Puebla today agreed to strongly reinforced, again crossed the
out a fire department since rebel oc- committee, it was said, might meet trell. Judge Hutton ordered Cantrell
"
return to work tomorrow. They were Monte Negrin border yesterday and
Whether the fires were In- him during his visit in New York. excused from the witness stand,
cupation.
The
the
more
Maine
between
alleged connection
repulsed
by
promised a revision in wages would were once
cendiary or accidental has not been Plans for the campaign in
'
be effected within a few montns. Monte Negrin forces.
(Continued on Page Five)
determined.
practically have been completed. Gov- the men who blew up the Times build
ernor Marshall will stump there be- ing In Los Angeles and Job Harriman,
Puebla strikers promised compliance
for five months. ...
fore the September state elections, socialist leader and labor attorney.
but Governor Wilson will not speak overshadowed the main issue Involved
In Maine until after the state elec- when the bribery trial of Clarence
Federal Army to Be Divided.
was resumed today.
Judge
Chihuahua, Mex., Aug. 8. General
tions, if at all.
Hutton was expected to rule on the
Pascual Orozco's inability to hold his
TO TESTIMONY RECEIVED BY
ACCORDING
rebel army together has forced the
admissibility of testimony by Edward
Wilson Saves Some Planks.
Adams Cantrell, another socialist
adoption of new plans of General
New York, Aug. 8. "I want to save
which the prosecution declarleader,
OF
REGULARLY
Huerta, the federal commander. Unammunition for the campaign," ex- ed would serve the double
til he had driven the rebels back
purpose of
Wilson
plained Governor Woodrow
Harriman and showing
from Bachimba, General Huerta kept
impeaching
when he was asked about the him as
8. .By
far drawn. Witnesses examined by Dis- employed by John, D. Rockefeller, Jr., today
his entire fighting strength in a conhaving had guilty knowledge
New York, August
from his speech of accept- of the
omission
of the Times exhave fur- in his Investigation of the white slave
fined area, but the campagin he now the most Interesting development trict Attorney Whitman
perpetrators
ance yesterday of several planks in
is beginning will necessitate a scat- in
plosion. Cantrell and Harriman broie '
the many-sideinvestigation nished much corroboration to the con- evil. The Rockefeller Investigation
the democratic platform adopted at
tering of his forces between Juarez, into the murder of the gambler, Her fession of "Jack" Rose, who gave a began when Mr, Rockefeller was Baltimore. "I merely took the heart up their friendship aomo months ago.
chosen
foreman
The question, which haa been de-on the International boundary, to
fit the grand jury
man Rosenthal, and Its surrounding list of the gamblers, upon whom, he
of the platform," said the governor, nied
520 miles south.
The small col- muck of police graft, Is the news of charged, Police Lieutenant Becker le- which probed charges of a wide
by Harriman and which was ex"and what seemed to me to be the
umns will attempt to hunt down the John D. Rockefeller, Jr's., quiet com- vied) blackmail.
pected to be answered In the affirmspread white slave traffic.
This has been quietly going on ever heart, of the situation .throughout the ative by Cantrell, should the court
Several gamblers were before the
weakened Insurrecto bands. A small p;nientary inquiry into the condiLcountry. I will dlsciiBS later Individ permit it, contained in substance the
force of regulars will be left here.
tion of the underworld, particularly public prosecutor, and unwillingly ad- since, Mr. Rockefeller believing that
localities
ual topics In particular
some
well
ordered
That Harriefto
and
had
blackmail
following allegations:
traffic.
mitted they
white slave
paid
persistent
as to the
to
are
most
where
interesting
they
man had said to Cantrell on the mornshould
made
Mr.
be
forts
his
without
told
certain
One
Rockefeller
and
Americans.
Mr.
at
any
inspectors.
While!
Shooting
the people."
ing of October 1 at San Luis Obispo,
Washington, Aug. 8. Shots again a aents decline to discuss the matter Whitman he had been threatened with blaring of trumpets; to get at the in
The governor intimated that he California: "By, God, Cantrell, the
were fired last night from the Mexi- - and District Attorney Whitman will death if he ,Went before the grand wardness of the; evil. It is said that
can side of the border line at the not furnish details, it is generally jury and gave Information about the one of the Rockefeller detectives would have much to say about the Times building has been dynamited
but did not wish to Interfere and something like twenty people.
American troops in El Paso, accordjwiitPd that aeents for Mr. Rocke police. These witnesses said these opened a pretended disorderly house navy
In
the
present "battleship tangle.' killed"; that Harriman had taken
evidence
and
obtained
against a poing to a report received here today feller have gathered a great deal vof inspectors dealt directly with the
The governor's reason for ignoring Cantrell to his room in a hotel, lockJ
who
lice
is
Lieuten-condi
to
said
have
re
inspector
houses,
war
big
material
at the
leaving
regarding
gambling
valuable
department
the single term plank of the Balti- ed the door and then burst Into a fit
tions in the tenderloin. It was gath-xr- c ant Becker to attend to the smaller ceived $600 a month for his protecto close of
is known
more
platform
tion.
con
to
Teoorts
laughter, after which Cantrell said:
for
nHmnlrliv
places.
Reported Shooting Is Untrue
friends.
"What does itmean?"; that Harriman ;
Alderman Curran, chairman of the
The district attorney said evidence
Santa Monica, Calif., Au?. 8.- - Re- gress and the legislature as a basis
It is probable the governor Will go replied: "It means that the boys are
ports that Harry Haigler, a Los Angl- for corrective legislation dealing with would be presented to the grand jury special committee of the board of
'
:
es-man,
against several police inspectors. aldermen appointed to investigate po through the campaign without utter- on the job; that a few'moments later
had been tied to a tree the traffic In Rirts. '
'
on
Harriman
the
said:
word
lice
said
have
Though
with
Is
the
to
a
"f
One
subject
for
known
said
conditions,
committee
have
of these
kept
ing
and shot to death by Mexican rebels
CoincidentalVy it
near Tamplco, in order to force the present Inquiry Into the Rosen- such close watch on the gambling would call before it not only gamblers acquiescing fully in the platform and some time that preparations were be--American Intervention were denied thal ease In that, It fa said, evidence houses that he even examined their but the "owners of property where all its planks, the governor, It Is said, ing made to pull off the job"; and
does not feel that It would be digni- that 'in the resulting conversation
in a message received today by Mrs. was obtained that a police inspector books and made them pay blackmail gambling went on.
"We Intend to reach landlords who fied for him to discuss the single Harriman had told Cantrell he had
Fay Harris, sister of young Haigler, was getting $600 a month from such according to their profits.
This data will
"Brldgle" Webber now admits he rent their buildings for illegal pur- term plank because of the possible been in consultation with the plotters
from Haigle's widow at San Antonio, resorts for protection.
and bad begged to postpone the mat"This may personal application of its meaning.
Texas.
Mrs. Haigler declared her he. at Mr. Witman's disposal to use also collected toll from certain up- poses," said Mr. Curran.
whoBe
some
ter until after the state socialist con- names
"Bald
hit
town
are
of
houses
a
in
for
confession
police
high
gambling
husband died of malaria, and whs along with the
vention; that Cantrell at, the time
Webber's life has been what we call social circles, but if they
burled at Tampico.
Jack" Rose and others., It is thought Inspector.
was
to
socialist candidate for secretary
what
know
and
purposes
threatened
d!
their
District
INCREASE.
STOCKS
strict
attorney
COPPER
Attorney
the
property
probable thati
New York, Aug. 8. The statement of state and last fall he ran for mem- Quiet In Sonora
and Mr. Rockefeller will hold a con- Whitman has provided him with a in being used they should be made
of the Copper Producers' association ber of the board of education on the
special guard. Rose has sent word to testify."
Aug. 8. Reports ference soon.
Douglas, Ariz.,
Detective vVilllam J. Burns admit- for July shows an increase In stocks ticket which Harriman headed bs canfrom all districts of northern SonoThe evidence in question was col- to the tpublio prosecutor that he Is
ra today stated all was quiet. The lected by Clifford Rose, a detective prepared to Identify the four murder- ted his men have been taking part In on hand of 5,945,417 pounds, compared didate for mayor. According to Harardent supAgents of with the previous month. Production riman, Cantrell was-.li- ls
big mining interests at Cananea, El who was prominent, in the Chicago ers of Herman Rosenthal. Until now the graft investigation.
he
had
been
he
Rose
was
J.
his,
to
not
gaid,
that
with
ssiy
working to se- for July was $137,161,129 as against porter and warm friend until a recent
ready
Tigre and Nacozarl never have been vice crusada in cooperation
disturbed by the revolution.
Federal B. Reynolds, assistant district at- could positively Identify the gun men. cure evidence that "protection mon- 122,415,240 pounds in June. Domestic split among the California socialists,
As a welcome reinforcemnt to the ey" was being collected from keep delivery was 71,094,381 pounds com- when he became a bitter enemy.
commanders In various northern Son- torney.
ora districts are keeping a close
Cumulative evidence piling up be- data available for the probing of po- ers of disorderly houses ana gamD-lin- pared with 66,146,229, while foreign
establishments, while others had delivery was 60,121,331 or slightly un
NEW YORK COTTON
watch.
It is supposed the greater fore the grand jury investigating, po- lice graft in New York City, District
him- secured positions as waiters In the der June. Total deliveries amounted
infound
Whitman
to
today
said
Attorney
ChiNew York, August 8. 'Cotton spot
today
of
blackmail
the rebels fleeing from
lice
is,
part
huahua wsill eventually find their wav volve four or fire high police officials self in possession of a great mass of Hotel Metropolle, in front of which to 131,215,712, a gain of 3,618,833 closed quiet. Middling uplands 12.5C;
into Sonora.
pounds.
and that Indictments soon will be Information collected by detectives Rosenthal mot dea'.h.
middling gulf 12.75. 'Sales, 20 bales.
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STRIKE IN LINCOLN COUNTY IN
DICATES RETURN OF PALMY
DAYS OF WHITE OAKS

DECLARE THEY ARE DEFRAUD
'
ED OUT OF $40,000,000 EV- ERY YEAR.

White Oaks; N. M., Aug. 8. Ore
bodies covering practically 70 acres,
a whole mountain side, three miles
south of Jtcarllla, are declared t to
have been located as a result of the
gold strike of William A. Frankin
some days ago. This strike is about
eight miles distant from White Oake
ana if it "pans out it will mean a
great mining awakening in thin dis
tret.
The buk of the ore, lying on the
lower slope of the mountain, is me
dium and low grade assays recently
made having given returns of from
$3 to 20 in gold per ton.
A peculiar feature of the occurrence
of the ore Is that two very strong
veins, both of which are more than
20 feet in width, were found para'.eH
lng each other splitting through the
country rock following a northeaster- lq and southwesterly trend, and are
separated by not more than 100 feet.
The ore consists' of white and mon
zorlte porphyries and granite. Cut
ting through the formations and veins
mentioned are a number of cross leads
from one of which, some very high
grade ore was recently taken. The
high grade vein is about four feet in
width and the values commence at
the grass roots. Numerous pieces of
ore exhibited show gold scattered fr ly through the quartz. The gold ore
does not appew to be dependent upon
Iron seams nor streaks of quartz crys
tals, but 'is found through all portions
of the vein matter. This i3 believed
In itself to be an indication of permanence and persistence In the ore

The tendency on the part of ship
pers to complain of railroad requirements and rates is well known and
their upholding by the interstate com
merce commission is being accepted
with more or less philosophy by the
roads, says the St. Louis

CONVENTION WILL BEGIN PEOPLE OF TAJIQUE ARE ANGRY
CONCERNING SALE OF
THIS EVENING IN REPRESENTHEIR PROPERTY.
TATIVE HALL

STATE

San (a Fe, N.. M.; Aug. 8. The
convention of the New Mexko
Christian
Temperance
Woman's
Union will be held In .Santa Fe Aug
ust' 8, 9 and It). The convention
opens this evening In the house' of
representatives. This will be "Welcome night" end addresses of wel
come will be made by Governor Mo
.Donald, Judge Pope and other promin
ent men and women of the different
organization Mrs. S. O. Nutter, state
sespresident, presiding. The day
M.
E.
St.
in
held
will
be
John's
sions
church. Preliminary meetings of the
official board and boards of superin
tendents will be held on Friday and
on Saturday 'morning., Sunday, Mrs.
Lila Carton Moore, national lecturer
and organizer, will fill the pulpit of
Et. John's M. K church and! lecture
In the evening at bouse jbf represen
re expecting several
tatives. We
of bur national lecturers and workers
in attendance.
Monday there will IM an excursion
r. thn Santa. Clara Pueblo dance
where Governor McDonald and Mrs.
Dorcas Spencer, national superintendent of work among Indians, will ad
dress the people. Tuesday we join
-

GOLD RAILROADS CLAii.1

Estancia,

is

N. M., Aug.

a decided
rhere, as the result
of the attempt to sell several large
land grants for delinquent taxes yes
terday, the granting of a temporary
injunction by Judge Medler which ar
rived here after the deals had been
made and the threats of residents of
mix-u-

?

.LL'jznv

rT

aod pnoncsio

Wool and Lingerie Dresses, Wool Skirts, all Waists and Figured
Wash Goods at
m m m

1 "
L m' m1 mam

Choice of what

n

mm em

m

it left from our Spring and Summer Line of
mm mm mm
TO
kJ Lm U 9 &O

That there are complaints which
the railroads might justifiably make
Worth from $15.00 up, while they
only
has to some extent been lost sight
of. Attention is drawn to this state
of affairs by Edward Sherwood Meade
Laa Veaj'LottdinStoro
KOTHIHQ
THIS MULE
In the. Railway World, In an article on
tXCHAKOCB
in
of
misdescription
freight, resulting
FOR OMSH
variation of classification and there
OR MCMT
rate
the
legitithe
from
by reducing
ONLYOSI APPROVAL
mate charge.
Established 1862
SouiKSidaPlflja
Mr. Meade says, in his article: "It
the
is
that
estimated
conservatively
junction.
railroads of this country are defraudThe grants Involved were the
comed by shippers to the extent of not
Timber
Mora
Tljique) the
Mexico
less than 140,000,000 a year, and the percentage of the country's shippers
New
the
and
pany's holdings
that are at fault and also stating that
railroads
complain, with a fair meas
Fuel and Iron company's properties
ure of justice, that the interstate the railroads, with evidence tn their
wtlhln Torrance county. A total of
commerce
which
commission should enforce hands, are to blame for not pressing
$1,050 FULLY EODIFFED AT T0II3
Involved
some $12,000 taxes is
cases
more
,
firmly.
the Interstate commerce law upon the
will materially aid this county. The
Shippers with the same energy and
taxes delinquent were 1905, 1906 and
, Handle Cars Like Tinware.
forzeal that it enforces the manifold
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1907.
Suit
brought by
deductions might innocent
Strange
which
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provisions of that law
mer county treasurer. The time limit
ly be made from the financial news
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"There are two reasons
why he could not. In the first place
the man or woman does not lire who
could control- him. In the second,
he would immediatel,- - take to driuk.
Harry ia law unto himself. He wakes
his own rules and remarks them to
suit changed conditions or to meet
the exigencies of his whims. I could
do nothing with him, yet he professed
a deep love for mo.

SHE SAYS SHE DOES NOT HATE
"In his testimony at White Plains
HIM;, SHE MERELY PITIES
Mr. plcott said I told him I niPrried
HIS WEAKNESS
Harry because he was the lesser of
two evils that I could
'finger him
New York, Aug., 8. In a statement around my finger.' I never made that
statement to Judge Olcott or to any
given exclusively to the World,
one
else. , Such a remark by me
the'
Nesbit Thaw,
young wife ol
would have, been silly, as neither I
Harry Kendall Thaw, who Blew Stanford
nor any one else could control Harry
White, told last evening for the
In tha least degree.
His mother sisfirst time since the homicide many
facts bearing upon the tragedy and ters, brothei-- or friends have not tha
gave her reasons for believing her slightest chance to swerve him once
husband should be confined in tin he makes up his mind as to a course
Ev-ely- n

s

State Hosipital for the Criminal Insane at Matteawan.
.
No desire for publicity prompted
Mns. Thaw to speak. For more than
two, years she has lived quietly in a
modest uptown apartment and has
been seen little toy, her Id acquaintances. Her main effort has been to
keep out of the public eye as much
as possible and it was only when she
was criticized for taking the stand
against her husband at the recent
hearings at West Plains that Bhe consented to make1 her position in the
tangled affair (plain.
Mrs. Thaw was gowned in a plain
suit of tan linen relieved by a black
bow at the throat. Her only Jewel
was a turquoise ring of curious de
sign. 5he explained that she was do
ing her own housework for the pres
ent and seemed pleased with her pro
ficiency in cooking. Her eyes were
bright, her skin clear and she appear
ed to ibe in the pink of physical cony

dition.
Curling herself up on the corner of
a divan Mrs. Thaw answered all ques
tions put to her, speaking clearly and
:

concisely and hot once evading the
issue,
"I want to set the public straight
on one important ipoint," .said Mrs.
Thaw. "The public has an Idea I
have turned against my husband and
that some hatred for him or his family Induced me to testify against him.
I did not testify against him and I
have no hatred. 1 pity him from
the bottom of my heart. Twice I have
testified, not against him, but against
i

release.
."I want him held In Matteawan so
long as 1 live, for he has threatened
to kill me should he be liberated."
"Do. you? think he will ultimately
VJH you?" was asked..
"He would if he drank champagne."
she replied, "but not if he remained
sober. You could no more keep him
from champagne than you could keep
a fish from water. That is his great
trouble. I was never able to understand this queer kink in his brain.
He won't drink liquor, which affects
him as it does ordinary men, but he
will stick to champagne which inflames his mind in a most curious
"bis

.
to pursue.
"Should Harry he released he would
start for Broadway and sooner or later he would drink. He might be abstemious for a time, owing to his
rigid life during the past six years,
but he would eventually open a ibot-tl- a
of wine and the old scenee would

be

"In Matteawan he has been forced
to live a decent life fob the first time
since he was horn, and It shows in
his physical appearance.
But ai few
weeks In his old haunts would undo
all the good and put him (back where
he wa3 when this improvement
,.

Offer Made to Her
Thaw was asked concerning
any arrangement made with her prior
to the first murder trial in 1907, when
she took the stand and 'by laying bare
the story of her relations with Stanford White saved Thaw from death
in thei electric chair. It has been
generally believed that certain prom
ises were made to her and that un
usual inducements were held out,
but no light had ver been thrown on
this end of the case, either by her
or her husband's family.
"I think I will tell you all about
that," said Mrs. Thaw slowly, after
considering for a time. "I think- the
public should know the facts. No
money or other offer was made me.
Just before the trial Delphin M.
Harry's chief counsel, came to
me and said : 'Mrs. Thaw, In the
palm of your hand you hold the life
of Harry Thaw and he Is your, hus
band.
It remains for you to savt
him or lose him. If you do not tes
tify for him the element of sympathy
will be lacking. If you do not go on
the stand in his behalf he will be electrocuted.'
"Well, he told me to think It; over,
and I did, I thought and thought and
thought, for I knew what It meant.
It meant my utter ruin and degrada
No

Mrs

Del-ma- s,

tion.
"Well, I'm not going to dwell on it.
I told Dr. Delmas I would go on the
stand and tell all all, all, all down
to the last degrading word. My husband could have my life to use to his
own ends, and If it served him to take
what was more to me than life itway.
self, he was welcome to It; It was all
Waiters Know His Mad Whims
I had to give, and perhaps I owed
"There Is not a head waiter on it to him.
Proadway or was not in 1906 who
Thej
wuold not call Harry insane.
know him and know what he will do
if he drinks so much as a glass of

wine. Just a little champagne and
he becomes an entirely different Individual.
"I think I can best illustrate by
telling of one fad he had. When
a
drinking he would refuse to .permit
waiter to crumb the table before the
dessert and coffee were served. Let
-'
the waiter so much as raise his napin
sudden
howl
would
kin and Harry
rage, grab the table cloth and whisk
all the dishes upon the floor. H
did this in Paris, London and . 'New
York, and, as you may imagine, it
was not particularly pleasant for me.
"When sober Harry was cowardly
men-- ,
In his physical dealings with
but let him drink a few glasses of
vine and he would immediately imwhite
agine he was the reail and only
now he
hope. H this were to happen
Would have no hesitancy whatever in
As a result
fighting Jack Johnson.
became emhe
delusions
fistic
such
of
was
generally
broiled in trouble and
whipped.
"I rememiber

onoe when we were
dining at Rector's he made insulting

remarks to Matt Morgan.' Mr. Morgan stood the abuse as long as he
could. Then he got up, walked over
to our table and slapped my' husband's face. I expected Harry would
jump' up and pitch into him, but thi
time he did nothing of the sort. Instead he arose slowly, walked over
and
to the indignant Mr. MorganMr.
Morgan
him.
Thereupon
kipspcl
s
kmveked my husband down."-I-

Beyond Control, She Says
'Don't yon think Thaw could be
was placsafely released provided he
ed in charge of some one who could
control him?"
-answered with
So," Mrs.

mi

SHOULD

BE PROTECTED

Against So Many Surgical Operations. HowMrs.Bethune
and Mrs. Moore Escaped.
Sik eston, Mo.

f fired

"For se ven years I suf--

I was in bed for four
or five days at a time
every month, and so
weak I could hardly
walk. I cramped and
had backache and
headache, and was
so nervous and weak
that I dreaded to see
anyone or have anyone move in the room.
The doctors gave me
medicine to ease me
at those times, mid said that I ought to
I would not listen to
have an operation.
that, and when a friend of my husband
told him about Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and what it had done
for his wife, I was willing to take it
Now I look the picture of health and feel
like it, too. I can do my own housework,
hoe my garden, and milk a cow. I can
entertain company and enjoy them. I
can visit when I choose, and walk as far
as any ordinary woman, any day in the
month. I wish I could talk to every
suffering woman and girl." Mrs. Dema
Bethune, Sikeston, Mo.
have taken LyMurrayvllle, 111.
dia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
for a very bad case of female trouble
and it made me a well woman. My
health was all broken down, the doctors
said I must have an operation, and I was
ready to go to the hospital, butdreadedit
so that I began taking your Compound.
I got along so well that I gave up the
doctors and was saved from the operation." Mrs. Charles Moore, R. It,
No. 8, Murrayville, I1L
everything.

'

"I

"I don't know whether I could have
brought myself to make so great a
sacrifice," she went on, "if I had foreseen what was to follow. For a time
flowers came to me daily from the
Thaws, and with them tender messThere werej more substantial
ages.
gifts If they may be termed gifts.
My rent was paid and I was. given
$1,000 a month; and If I ran up bills
they wert paid without question.
"This went on until Thaw was sent
to Matteawan.
Then the Thaws had
no further use for me and my income
was cut down until, I now receive
$95 each month with which to pay
for this apartment, and $70 ' each
week for food, clothing and my education.
Got a Bitter Reward
"It was not long .before I realized
my sacrifice was evon greater than I
thought. I had made powerful enemies; I had lost my reputation; I had
become the most notorious woman in
America.
I could go back on the
stage for a few weeks, it is true, but
only as a freak. The public will grant
me some little credit for not doing
this. But I couldn't take the place
Harry had taken me from.
"When he came Into my life I was
playing small parts and earning $75
a week. I was earning it because 1
was worth it, and I believe that had
I stuck to It I would be
earning more
today. I might not have become a
great actress, but I did have talent
and would have got along.
"I wasn't permitted toemain
because Thaw wanted me
wholly dependent upon his own bounty. He made me leave my work, even once going so far as to send an
agent to Boston to mail from there
anonymous letters to a close and influential woman friend of mine in
'The Girl from Dixie,' reflecting upon
my character. His undoubted
purpose was to start trouble which would
end In my dismissal and alienate the
friendship of this star. That is but
one of the means he took to prevent
my making my own livelihood and
winning financial independence from
.

him.

Threw Mud Upon Her
"Later on he threw much mud upon me, thinking thereby to win symHo argued that
pathy for himself.
the public would take his side, if ho
could prove I was not a fit person to
be the wife of an honest man. They
would say in derision: 'And this is
the woman for whom he committed
murder!' I forgave this, of course,
because he is Insane, but I do be
lieve he or his family should aid me
to aid myself. k
"I can't go back on the stage now,
but I can become a sculptress. I have
a good deal of talent in modelling and
this must be my work. But) I have
got as far as I can in this country,
and If I am to succeed It is necessary
that I study abroad. Thaw knows
this, but he will not permit me to go,
He knows that should ' I succeed I
would be independent of him and that
ultimately I would save enough to go
somewhere and get a divorce.
"Yes, I want a divorce. I want to
be free from Harry and the name of
Thaw. Really and truly
want that
more than anything else in tho world.
I want it because, Once freed, I can
begin my life over again. I am young
yet, and when a woman Is young you
can't crush out the hope that's In her
Maybe! It's too much to ask him to
be decent and human."
Mrs.' Thaw said her husband has
an annual Income of $60,000. It U
derived from coke lands and real estate and from a fund of $300,000 held
in Pittsburgh. It is from this Income
she considers she should receive
enough funds to finish' her art educa'

'

tion.
Mrs. Thaw went on to say that she
loved her husband until between the1
first and seoond trials;. The change
came when she received proof that he
had beaten young girls.
That Thaw will not attempt to es
cape from the asylum Is the belief
of his wife. She has heard he has received an opportunity hut does not
not know whether the report is true.
If Freed, a Fresh Shooting
"At any rate he would not leavo if
the doors were left open," she said.
'Nothing could make him try to es
cape. He would rather remain ond
do some more 'reforming.' Should
he by any chance obtain his liberty,
it Is my opinion he wouldn't live long,
for no man In this city is going to
wait for Harry to crook his arm.
"I want to go to' Europe and study
and make something of myself, I am
not mercenary, or I would have, lived
an entirely different life since this
trouble came. I don't want fine hats
or jewels or automobiles, but , I do
want to educate myself in the one
thing that is left for me to do, and I
think it is but right that the Thaws
should gjve me the chance.
"Do you realize," added the young
woman, "that should Harry be liberated he would be the only man In the
United States immune to capital punishmentthat is, In any stata .where
teh law demands a life for a life?"
,
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How to Overcome Some of the Little
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Have you ever had a delicious dinner ruined by warm salad? If you
have, you were doubtless enraged and
blamed tha cook. She probably told
you that the salad Just came from
the refrigerator, and If she is truthKRUPPS today begin celebra.
ful she left you without argument.
Refrigerating is about the only
; TION OF HUNDREDTH AN.
method of keeping saaldB cold that
NIVERSARY OF FIRM.
most women know. They think if the
In
a dish on the
Ingredients are put
ice everything has been done.
Berlin, Aug. 8. The celebration of
Here is how one woman, noted for
her delicious salads, keeps them icy the great firm of Krupps, for which
cold. The fruit, meat or other Ingre j preparations have been going for-dients are made ready early In the . ward for nearly two years, began to- morning of the day they are to be 1 day at Essen. The celebration is at
used, then wrapped In an old napkin tended by the Eniperof William at
or clean muslin and laid flat on the
the head of a brilliant galaxy of his
Ice; there they stay until the last pos,
sovereigns,
Bible minute for mixing.
v
generals,
When ready for use they are taken admirals, and civic dignitaries.
The celbration will last an entire
out and mixed by layers with the
mayonnaise in a bowl that is chilled week and will be of a most imposing
by standing In a larger bowl of ice. and memorable character.
The chief
The mayonnaise is kept In the refrlg-'rato- r
feature will be a great paegant which
until needed, and the lettuce Is
.vashed as soon as bought, then dried will symbolize the substitution of
tnd wrapped In a cloth and put flat firearms for the old weapons of the
middle ages. The principal" scene of
'in the ice until used.
the pageant will be an episode from
the life of the. Emperor Maximilian
I., and 250 retired officers of the German army are to play the parts of
knights.
During the period of the celebration
the emperor and other royal guests
are quartered at the Villa Hugel, the
country house of Herr Krupp
If you get too much salt into your splendid
von
who by marrytomato soup, add a bit of brown sugar,
it seems to make salty soup taste all ing the elder daughter of the late
right. But better still is to add a few Herr Krupp became the head of the
sJices of raw potato.
firm. The villa Is located just outTo mend linen tablecloths remove side Essen. The other notable
guests
Cue presser-foo- t
from your machine. at the celebration are
being accomInsert the place to be darned under it modated at
the hotel in Essen mainnnd stitch back and' forth. It is much
tained
the
by
Krupp company excluquicker and, neater than when done
sively for the accommodation of forby hand.
Probably everybody knows that boil, eign buyers of their guns, armor and
ed ham and corned beef have a nicer ships, who are always at Essen in
flavor If left to cool in the liquor in
'
large numbers.
which they are .cooked, but a lot of
The. strong personal interest that
people don't follow tha practice, possible because they dislike tho large the emperor is manifesting in the
celebration is not surprising in view
greasy kettle to wash late in the day.
To take the smell of fish from bands, of the fact that the firm of Krupps
wash them In water which contains is almost a government institution.
a few drops of ammonia.
The armament branch of its business
To take tho odor of onionB from is In direct
touch with the German
dishes, after washing them, put them
on the stove a few ceconds to be heat- army and navy and studies their ined thoroughly.
When cool again the terests (before anything else. The
firm is In short an Integral part of
odor will be gone.
Kerosene or gasolene applied with a the German empire and during the
cloth will remove all grease nkrks Pfest decade or two It has done more
from porcelain basins and bath tubs. tair the
military power of the empire
Rinae well with hot water.
ft an any commercial firm has ever
To assist In bleaching Ivory after It
been able to do for its governhs been washed, expose it to the sun. before
When a disagreeable odor pene ment. Its patriotism needs no better
trates the house overcome it by sprink- proof than the fact that the firm,
ling dried lemon peels on the fire.
while making
guns and armor for
Coal oil will soften the old pjiiit
all the leading nations of the
nearly
brushes used last year. Place theiM &
a can of the oil and wash them v eil world, has steadfastly refused to do
any business with France since the
in warm eoap suds.

FEAST

fellow-Germa-

n
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Bohlen-Halbac-

Fraco-Prussia-

Good Dressing.
One and a half loaves bread cut
One; season with one tablespoon sage,
half a teaspoon thyme, half a teaspoon black pepper. Brown two large
onions in butter.' Mix all together.
Boll gizzard, liver and heart until
tender. Have about a pint of water
from that to pour over bread crumbs
to soften. Last put one can of good
mushrooms with It; also one cup of
ground celery. The onions have to be
browned.
Chop gizzard, liver and
heart In chopping bowl and mix It in
also. This can fce used for turkey or
chicken. For duck or goose I use a
Utle more onion. The celery can be
cut fine and cooked with the liver, if
rue prefers It real soft. Garllo should
never be used for turkey or chicken.
,

Mutton Stew.

Trim the fat from three nnunriit of
mutton, and chon in small nieces aa
usual for stewing.
Salt and pepper
ana place in bag with four chopped,
peeled onions and an emial nuantltv
of thinly sliced
Add a
potatoes.
spriniuing or Kitchen herbs and a cup-an-d
a half of cold water. Cook in
a hot oven 45 minutes. The onions
may be dmltted and ourry used Instead, or cold boiled rice and toma
toes may take the place of the pota
toes and onions, but the principle re'
mains the same. '
Chili.

Take
run of irnnrf cnwtt.
two cups tender beef (raw),
f
small onion, twelve dried red peppers
I with seeds emptied out), small carrot and small potato and put It all
throueh the food ehomifir. Thn aild
heaping teaspoon flour, one-hatea
spoon rea pepper and salt to taste.
NOW strain Into thin a ran nt tnmntnoa
and add three pints of water. Let it
simmer two or three hours. Makes a
complete meal. Is especially good in
real cold weather.
three-fourth-

a

one-hal-

lf

Cold Slaw.
Cut crisp heads of cabbage fine
with a sharp knife.. Sprinkle it sparingly with salt, then dreBs with vinegar that has been modified with water
and slightly sweetened with granulated sugar. Lastly, add cream whipped
to a stiff froth and tOBs lightly.
Apple Custard
apples, grated:

Pie..
three eees.
beaten separately; one cupful cream
and enough milk to thin about like
Six

pumpkin pie. Sweeten to taste, fla
vor with lemon. Bake In open crust.

war.

n

The foundation

of the world-rnowned firm was laid in 1812 by the
first Alfred Krupp. But it was his
son, the second of the ' name, who
gave the works their international
character. This he succeeded in doing
only after seemingly insurmountable
difficulties iiad been overcome. Ac
cording to his own statements Alfred
Krupp's profits for fifteen years were
no more than enough
to pay the
wages of his workmen, and frequently he was at a loss to pay the postage
of his correspondence.
Alfred Krupp saw the .possibilities
of the great exposition to open in
London in 1851 and decided id take
advantage of it. He had made important discoveries in the casting of
large masses of Bessemer steel,
which had been an Insurmountable
task previous to his time. Tne- exhibit he sent to London fairly astonished the world and it at on"e established his reputation. Orders began
to pour in and soon there was plenty
of work to do at the Essen, foundries.
The making of heavy ,' ordnance,
which has made the ncf.me of these
works famous the world over, was
not then a prominent part of the
business.
One of the first large orders Herr Krupp got for firearms was
four years later, when Prussia gave
him the contract for her hew breechSoon general foundry work
loaders.
and the making of small arms began
to tak6 second
place at Essen, as
heavy steel siege guns and armor
plate demanded more 'and more ptten-tio.
In 1853, after the second 'Alfred
Krupp had been at the helm six
years, there were but ten men em
ployed at the foundry. But after he
fairly got started Herr Krupp extended his business rapidly,
borrowing
large sums of capital for the purpose
and adding new workmen by thousands to his employes by the stroke
of a pen.
Today the firm employes upwar ts
op 70,000 workmen.
Mote than forty
thousand are employed
at Essen,'
while the remainder are distributed
at the great collieries owned by the
firm, at its iron ore mines, the works
at Madgeburg and at the great ship
yard at Kiel. The firni has many
miles of Its own railroads and also
,

e

operates its own telephone and tele
Hues, electric
works, ga
graph
works and street railways.
iaa
Alfred Krupp, the real founder
the firm, died in J 8X7 and was suc
ceeded
by his son, Frederic'; A
Krupp. The latter died in 1902. At
the time of his death he was uy far
the richest man in Germany. Th
bulk of his fortune and the control
of the firm were left to his daughter,
Frau Bertha Krupp. In 1906 Fra SESSIONS IN SANTA FE ARE BEING MARKED BY INSTRUC-- ,
Krupp married Herr Von Bohlen und

MIIAFIllflfilOI
J UllUULUUlUily
SCHOOL PROVE
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Kalbach, a young German diplomat
who has since been the active haa-.of the Krupp works.
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Fully Demonstrated That Considerable
Portion of Rainfall Can Be Conserved and Carried Over Into
Next Year.
Bjr J. H. WORST, North Dakota Agri
cultural College.)

LECTURES..

l

Plow deep and follow the plow with
a drag. The
drag will conserve
more moisture than will get Into the
loll from melting snows. Besides wa
ter thus concerved Is where It Is need
ed, instead of on the surface where it
will evaporate speedily.
The question la sometimes raised,
Shall we practice dry farming when
there is plenty of rain? Most assur
edly. The time to conserve moisture
la when there la moisture.
A farm
er remarked to me the other day:
have got the moisture on my farm
down to a depth of more than three
feet already." That farmer's idea Is
exactly right. He is conserving moist
ure now for next year's crop while his
neighbors are allowing the moisture
that has recently fallen In abundance
to go its usual way, acording to the
laws of chance. Next spring his neigh
bors will plant their wheat and other
mall grain and depend ' upon the
olouda to furnish moisture as the grain
may need It This farmer will get
just as much rain from the clouds as
they and wilL In addition, , have a
large quantity of water stored up In
the subsoil to nourish the crop, should
a dry spell occur during the growing
season. And that dry spell is very apt
to come. I will venture that this particular farmer will have a big crop
next year whether his neighbors do or
not. If they get a big crop, he will
a bigger one.

Santa Fe, N, M., Aug. 8.
year's session of the bchool of

ThlB
Amer-ica-

n

Archaeology is proving so very
iluteresting to those who attend that
there is little doubt that the sum.
mer session next year will be Santa
Fe's main attraction. Thig morning
a large' crowd watched the most skillful , of the San Ildefonso
Indians
mould utensils from the clay.
Starting at the mixing of the clay,
the art of pottery making was taken
.

up step by step and almost 'before
those who. had gathered knew it
the Indian women had finished their
original pieces and laid them aside
to dry. The speed with which they
would mould this pottery is inored-ablThe manner in which they handle their very crude tools and the artistic results obtained makes this one
of the very unique features of the
summer school. The students of the
school will have the privilege of seeof pottery
ing the entire process
making for While the moulders were
busy, three burro loads gf cedar
wood arrived which will be used in
burning the vessels moulded this
The moulding proved of
morning.
such interest that Dr. Hewett postponed his walk around the Old Palace in order that the entire morning
might be given 'up to watching the
potters.
Dr. Harry L. Wilson of Johns Hopkins, arrived In Santa Fe last Saturday to deliver a course of lectures on
e.

Roman Archaeology and Art.
His first lecture-wa- s
given Sunday
night in the house of representatives
at the capitol before a large audi
ence. His subject Sunday night was
"Life, Art and Religion in Ancient
Etruria.". This was illustrated by a
spienaia series oi suues, wnicn, wnn
Dr. Wilson's lecture, laid especial emphasis on their skill in engineering
and in yie selection and fortification
It has been fully demonstrated that of the sites "on which their cities
a considerable portion of the rainfall were built.
of any one year can be conserved and
He also spoke of their fine art,
carried over,, in the soil, for the bene- many pictures of their sculpshowing
fle of next year"a crop. Where the av
erage .rainfall ia 1 Inches, it should turing and painting and closed by
be an- easy matter to carry four or pointing out the fact that the Etrusfive inches of autumn rainwater over cans were the first and for a long
the winter for the next season's crop. time tne only teacners of tne Roman
Four inches of water represents ap in all
things artistic.
proximately 350 tons of moisture per
Monday afternoon at the Old Pal
acre a sufficient quantity to nourish
the growing crop during weeks of pro- ace Professor Wilson discussed tho
tracted drought I am convinced that Roman Campagna and its monuments
by means of suitable cultivation, which in order to give, first of all, the set
Includes deep plowing, the bogle of ting of the Eternal City, which is to
drought will be forever dispelled. be the subject of several Illustrated
There Is absolutely no necessity for a
lectures. After showing the geologsingle crop failure in North Dakota
on account of drought The fault is ical origin of the great plain which
not with tha soil, nor with the climate, surrounds the city he showed and ex
nor with the plants; it is with our sys plained the, most Important monutem of farming. As long as we apply ments of the Romans
and among
humid methods to semi-ariconditions, these the great aqueduct, which
we may expect repeated crop failures,
miles .across the open
or partial failures that will materially stretches for
lessen the profits which farmers should country showing imposing ruins of
arches, the ruins of the residences of
realize from their business.
It requires approximately seven dol the wealthy Romans of antiquity, the
lars per acre to grow a crop. This in- great military roads which radiate
cludes interest on investment, cost of from Rome In every direction and
seed, wear and tear of farm machin the temples, shrines and theaters and
ery, labor, eto. By adding one addition other remains of the ancient town of
al dollar's worth of labor to each acre,
there is little question but that the the Alban race.
The next lecture In the course will
average profits would be doubled. In
other words, as much profit should be be given tonight at 8:00 and the subrealized from the one additional dol ject win be: "The City of Rome in
lar's worth of labor as is now real- Antiquity."
ized from the seven dollars' worth of
One of the delightful features of the
unavoidable labor and Investment.
School
of American Archaeology and
Consequently, if farmers would devote
of their land to the of which more Santa Feans should
growing of corn and alfalfa, neither of take advantage of is the morning
which interferes with the time and la- walking excursion wMch.ls generally
bor employed in farming wheat, and under the guidance of Director Hew
more labor, thus ett.
put the
s
as
made available, on only
The first of these was to Fort Mar- many acres of wheat, they would grow
ey
by way of the Garita or old Spanmore wheat than when they spread
From there Dr. Hewett
larg- ish prison.
their energies over the
er area.
took the students to the ruins of the
The corn and alfalfa fed to live ancient Tano
Pueblo, portions of
stock would insure them a large addi which may be seen today, and gave a
tional Income, and one that is not sketch of these Indians'" history, ex
often adversely influenced by climatlo
their costumes and beliefs.
conditions, while the fertility deposited plaining
which Dr. Hewett made
One
remark
from
farm
the
feeding
resulting
upon
the corn and alfalfa to live stock and which aroused a great deal of in
would vastly Improve the productive- terest was that he believed a kiva or
ness of the soil. Corn and alfalfa usu- estufa might be unearthed at a cer
ally can be attended to when the tain point on the fort.
wheat needs no care, thus distributing
From the archives in Spain and the
the labor more equitably throughout
of Mexico it is now definitely
'
City
season.
the
Another thing, shock threshing is known' that Coronado did not visit
generally bad business, for the reason Santa Fe in 1542 but that Onate was
that all cannot thresh at once when the first explorer to reach this coun- the grain is ready for the machine, try and made the first permanent setconsequently ,all who cannot thresh
r,
tlement in Santa Fe in 1805.
early stand a good chance of having
saw
the
of
ruins
Onate
the
their grain injured in the shock and
also are hindered from plowing until Tano Pueblo on Fort Marcy as early
'
the grain Is threshed. Fully half as 1598.
the farmers are thus hindered from
plowing early, many' of them being
FIGHTS FOR TONIGHT
compelled to postpone plowing operations until the following spring. BetTommy Burns, vs. Bill Rickard, 15
ter to stack the grain aa Boon as fit rounds, at Saskatoon, Sask.
and start to plow.
Jim Stuart, vs. "Kid" Cotton, at
Pittsburgh, Pa.
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STILL CONTINUES HIS
'WRITINGS

LUM-MIS-

11

Entered at the lmstoffice at East'
Albuquerque; 'N. M., Aug. 8.7Sight
Las Vegas, New Mexico, for transmis- less as the resiilt'of a long siege of
sion through the United States mails Guatetaaln' fever,' "contracted while
as second class 'matter.'
exploring In Guatemala, Charles Fletcher Lummis,'15 author, explorer and
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
authority oh the American Indian,
Daily, by Carrier:
passed througli Albuquerque on San05
Per Copy .',....'.'......
ta Fe train No. 10 today en route
.15
One Week
from Los Angeleg to Santa Fe, where
.65
One Month
he will lecture before the American
7.50
,
.One Year
School of Archaeology, of which he
Dally by Mall
is a member of the managing board
...$6.00 and executive committee. ' Mr.' Lum
One Year
3.00
Six Months
mis was accompanied by ' his daugh
and an
ter Miss Bertha-Lumm,

ls,

adopted- son, Quimu. Quimu who
WEEKLY OPTIC
12 years old, Is Mr. Lummls'
about
.
GROWER
faithful
companion. The boy is deep'
:2One Year
1.00 ly attached to his foster parent and
Six Months.
leads him by the hand, wherever he
wishes to go. No sooner had Mr.
(Cash in Advance for Mall Subscrip- Lummis stepped off the train than he
was surrounded by a dozen or more
tions)
Remit by draft, check or money Indians from the Isleta pueblo, all
order. If sent otherwise we will not of whom knew the famous uthor inbe responsible for loss.
timately, he having 'Spent five years
Specimen copies free on applica- in Isleta a number of years ago,
'
tion.
("Studying the tribe. Mr. Lummls chat
ted away with the Isletansv embracwhen
AT ing each in ; Indian fashion
ALL. PAPERS DISCONTINUED
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
greeting them and bidding them farePAID FOR
V' " '"'
well.
"Totally blind now for 385 days,"
Advertisers are guaranteed the said Mr. Lummis; "Trying to take it
largest daily and weekly circulation as philosophically as possible. I was
of any newspaper In Northwestern discouraging "at first, of course, when
I was forced to realize that I was
New Mexico. ,
becoming sightless. I had planned ac
tive exploration for a number of years
; TELEPHONES
ahead. But l am enabled still to do
.....Main 2 much work,
BUSINESS OFFICE
writing and lecturing, and
NEWS DEPARTMENT ...... .Main '9
am taking life as it comes."
Mr. Lummis was met at the sta
tion by Herman Schweitzer, manager
THURSDAY, AUGUST 8, 1912.
of Harvey curio rooms. He also
asked for Amado Chaves, whom he
"EAT BEANS!"
had hoped to meet.- Mr. Chaves is In
El Paso.
the
with
of the
Taking note,
Charles F. Lummis was born in
world, of the increasing cost of keep- Lynn, Mass., March 1, 1859; is a
ing alive. Dr. R. E, Doollttle, succes-eo- r Harvard graduate; entered into newsto Dr. Wiley as chief of the Uni- paper work, walked from Cincinnati
ted States bureau of chemistry, Is to Los Angeles by a roundabout way
sues an Injunction to eat beans. In 1887.
Angeles, Lummls
'r- ti i. tt
i .
icuB, utt tsuja, are protein; pro- became city editor of the TimAs and
tein Is strength; therefore, beans are later engaged in magazine work. He
.,
wrote a number of books, several of
strength
The doctor's argument Is flawless, which deal with things in New Mexsave that it fails to take into account ico. "A New 'Mexico David," "Some
the fact that not everybody needs Stranger Corners in Our Country,"
so much, protein. The laborer In the "The Land of Poco Tiempo," "The
northern lumber camps, who works Enchanted Burro," are among the
out of doors for
hours in a fcold best known of Mr. Lummls' works.
'

AND STOCK

.......

.

ret

long
climate, can eat his pork; and beans
for breakfast and be ready for some
SUGAR BILL
pork and pea soup at midday and an- BR1ST0W
other hearty meal at nigh. But the
man who lives in the city and sits at
WILL NOT BE PASSED
a desk, or holds some other occupation that is more or ,less inactive
UPON
SERVES NOTICE
physically, woftild have neither the HOUSE
THE SENATE TO THAT
apetlte nor the digestion for an
n

diet

IS

EFFECT

.

Dr. Doolittle's name not having yet
crept within 'the covers, ot "Who's
Who," we are not certain whether He
is a New Englander, but the probab
ilities are that he is. Probably, too,
he comes from that part of New England represented by Boston. For a
fondness' for beans is suposed to be
a distinguishing trait for every
Bos-lone- r.

Boston baked beans is the name
given to a special preparation which
is found In its highest stage of perfection in the New England Athens.
Hence, indeed, the phrase "to know
beans," which, being a hit at Boston's
claims to superior culture, means to
be very smart and shrewd.
Dr. Doolittle seems to knowbeans
very well, buthe is apparently less
posted with regard to the need of
them' by persons whose occupations
are not physically strenuous. Aa a
substitute for meat they may fill the
bill fairly well, but as nobody should
eat meat all the titxe, so there is a
limit to the number of beans that
ought to enter into the dally dietarv.
'

Washington, Aug! 8. House con
ferees on the sugar tariff bill have
served notice to the senate conferees
that they 'will not accept the Bristow-Lodg- e
sugar bill passed by the sen""'"-ate.
"The measure is not a democratic
bill," said Representative Underwood
today, "and does not meet the ideas
of the house as to what a general
revision of the sugar tariff should be."
It became apparent there was little
chance of an agreement upon a compromise measure and that efforts to
bring about an agreement on the excise tax bill in line, with the plans
alliance
of the democratic-progressivin the senate might prove ineffective.
Agricultural Bill Passed
The conference r,eport on the agricultural appropriation bill was adopted by the house today and now goes
to the president
The measure carried $16,651,496, ah increase of $71
e

over the amount originally
propriated. -

ap-

Measure Adopted
The general deficiency appropriation bill, carrying $6,182,838, was passed by the louse' today. The bill con
MOUNTED POLICE BUSY.
tains one item: of $150,000 for the fifN.
8.
Mounted
M., Aug.
Santa Fe,
tieth' anniversary celebration of the
Policeman Loveless at Rosa, N. M.,
battle of Gettysburg next July, cou
arrested one Andrew Frost, a Jicarilla
pled with the provision that Pennsyl
Ute Indian, for flourishing a pistol in vania
l
at least an
a settlement, and took him before a amountappropriate
'".,
justice of the" peace who soaked him
550 and costs Just to show that, the
"A prophet is liable to be without
wild west days are over.
Mounted Policeman Alex Street re honor in his own country," remarked
the friend, warningly.
covered 15 head of cattle, near
belonging to Leopold Mar"Sometimes," replied the man who
tinez. The rustler who stole Itjhe makes political predictions, "we are
cattle is Jesse Taylor, who, has not thankful that it Is so. All we ask In
yet been apprehended but is expected the light of Actual occurrence is that
our prophecies may be forgotten."
eoon to be captured.
Deficiency

eq-ja-

LITTLE TOWN NEAR ROSWFLL
WILL CONTINUE TO BF.
AN OASIS.

IMPRESARIO
DECLARES HE
MIGHTY GLAD TO BE
BACK HOME.

Roswell, N. M., Aug. 8. The Dexter saloon won the fight for its life
when

a

decision

was handed

down

early yesterday afternoon by Judge
McClure in the district court, which
sustained the deiriurrer of Overmeyer and Notestine, of Dexter, to the
complaint of the village of Dexter.
The famous
saloon
case was
brought up about ten days ago, and
the testimony argued and submitted
to the court, several days elapsing be- ifore the legal authorities quoted could
be thoroughly studied. The case went
to the court a week ago last Satur
-

New York, Aug.

8.

Oscar

IS

Hammer-stein-

day.
This decision means that the saloon
which was established la Dexter several weeks ago has a right to a legal
existence in spite of the protest of
the town board of Dexter and, it is
claimed, the majority of the citizens
f
of the town. "
No notice of appeal has yet been
,
filed. It was claimed by the plaintiffs
that the saloon was a nuisance to the
town, a detriment to its growth, that
it harbored dissolute persons, and
several
other
enumerated
causes of complaint. An Injunction
restraining the saloon from operating
was prayed for. The proprietors of try.
the saloon, Overmeyer and Notestine,
Next Season His Last There..
were arrested and each instituted ha
"But about my plans," relighting
beas corpus proceedings.
the old cigar, "well, sir, the surest
In the opinion rendered by court
is that my next operatic seathe legislative enactments relating thing
son in London Is to be my last I
to the powers jot villages, or Incor
shall start it early in October, prob
porated towns, was fully gone into.
ably, and make it a short one, so as
an
exhaustive explanation
After
to
bring my whole company to Ameramended state law with regard
ica for a tour that will extend
to the question pf saloons in towns
of 250 population or less the follow through January, February, March
'
and, perhaps, April.
ing is quoted:
"But my agreement with the Metro
no
sort
construc
of
strained
"By
I canot give performances
politan,
tion or interpretation can there be
read' into the law the power to pro here, nor in Philadelphia, Boston and
hibit the sale of Intoxicating liquor Chicago, but the rest of the country
or to declare the same a public or will be glad to. welcome me and they
will hear some opera.
common nuisance."
' What cities have I
picked? I don't
pick 'em, I let "em pick me. That's
my stand, and that's a reason I have
HONORS ARE
ns made a.,big hit ia London. ; f
t patronize them. I Won't patroniWITHHELD STUBBS ze Janybody. I am not forking for It
'tPriees
in America?" relighting
the old cigar "No, sir, no cheap opIT LOOKS AS THOUGH SENATOR
en,. The public here doesn't want It
CURTIS HAS RECEIVED
and won't go to it. I'll give them the
RENOM NATION.
best I have with a repertoire of at
least twelve to fifteen operas, which
8.
Both
Kans.,
Tapeka,
Aug.
wilj include my novelties.
My orSenator Charles Curtis and Governor chestra will be smaller, however,
W. R. Stubbs still were claiming the about
forty pieces.
nomination for United States senator
"I Should like, and some day hope
today and as belated returns eoiv.e to, give opera again in New York.
in the closeness of the contest inIt's what I want above all things, and
creases. Reports ' from 162 of the I should be
glad to effect any plaus165 districts of the state indicate ible
working arrangement with the
that each candidate has carried 81. Metropolitan forces, but of course
any
Thus it appears that the latest returnp such
proposition must originate with
will decide the race, if the result them."
can be determined without an official
The impresario was reminded that
counts
Martin Beck, the vaudeville manaGeorge H. Hodges still is leading ger, has the new Palace theater on
J. B. Billard in the democratic guber- his hands
ready tor productions this
natorial race, but Henry Albach,
fall, and it has been rumored that permanager, Baid today that when haps he Hammerstein was over
all returns are counted Billard would here to
arrange for some wDralrg
be the nominee.
Billard's strength agreement with Beck.
was in the large cities, while from the
"Well," said Oscar, relighting the
farming counties the majorities favor old cigar, "I would do most anything
Hodges.
to get some money out of Beck for
Arthur Capper, who was nominated be took some of mine
coming over on
by the republicans for governor over the steamer. But I can't se'l him opFrank J. Ryan, appears to have car- era for New York.
ried every county in the state except
They Don't Like Americans.
one, Leavenworth.
to do with my Londoi house
"What
Revised
Governor
figures give
Stubbs a slight lead over Charles after I quit isn't bothering me. When
Curtis in the senatorial race. Stubbs I built it I looked far enough ahead
seems to have won in 86 legislative and It can be used for a variety of
districts and Curtis in 71. The re- puroses. I will either lease or sell it.
sult in Ellsworth, and Elk counties Is The drawback with me in London
doubtful and returns from Cheyenne, was a natural one. Nobody asked me
Clark and Stanton counties have not to build the house and so I constantly
been received. The contest will be felt I was butting In. The people
over there don't want somebody to
in doubt until the last votes are in.
educate them. They don't want to
'we are indebted to you."
say
STOCK
CHICAGO LIVE
"If an Englishman had attempted
Chicago, Aug. 8. Cattle, recelpts
4,500.
Market strong for best, oth- to do what I have done he would
ers weak. Beeves $5.7010.25; Tex- now have many titles and probably a
as steers $4.857; western eteers few statues scattered around the
$68.30; stackers and feeders $47; city. I'd like to b5 a statue becows and heifers $2.607.90; calves cause then I couldn't sign checks. No
ever
'
American theatrical manager
$6.5010.
Hogs, receipts 18,000. Market slow went away from England with anyer. Lights $7.758.35; mixed $7.35 thing but debts trouble and disgust.
8.30;
heavy $7.158.15; rough No question about it the English
$7.157.40; pigs $6.408.10; bulk don't like anything that comes from
of sales $7.758.10.
America, including myself.
"I believe that my American singMarket
Sheep,
receipts 15,000.
steady. Native $3.'204.50; western ers, Orville Harrold, Felicia Lyne and
$4.404.60; yearlings $4.407.60; Harry Velden, the basso, have scarcelambs, nativte $4.407.50; western ly been surpassed on the operatic
stage and certainly London never had
$7.4007.65.
heard giich opera as I gave them, but
what of it? They don't want Ameri
Read The Optic
of-th-

SUIT

wi

I

Bil-lard- 's

,

the International impresario
and chief purveyor of the
idea, has returned
from London. As he greeted reporters after arriving in, his office In
the Victoria theater, he exclaimed:
"Boys, what a wonderful and joyous
day this has been! In America seven
hours and I haven't been served with
a writ or summons.
What's the matter?"
The greatest living American lover, as he boasts, seated himself near
a window w'here any Inquisitive process server could easily find him, and
told something of his tentative plans
for the future.
"I'm here for four weeks only this
trip," said the man with the Pana
ma hat for the. familiar plug is now
worn out and laid away, "but, of
course, my great aim and desire Is to
get back to this country for good.
It's where I belong.
"I don't feel that I should tear myself away from America. A man can
make debts .here Just as well as be
can abroad. Anyway, I wouldn't be
dead in London, and let me tell you
the English cemeteries are wonderful,
in fact, the show places of the coun

cans to be better than themselves
over there. They wouldn't even like
an American beggar, for fear he'd be
a better beggar than their own.
"And the reception new operas get!
Between the acts of the first perform-ance- s
there is long and audible ap
plause, and you require a magnify
ing glass to find the audiences at the
second performance. And they have
a horror of French opera outside of
'Faust.' What they like are 'Rigolet-to- ,'
'Traviata' and 'Martha.'
"Why, for my last short season I
debated for a long time whether 1
should give them 'Tristan and Isolde,'
'Die Walkure' or 'The' Chimes of Normandy.' I finally picked the last and
rewrote the music to the last act myself. I did this because of the amount
of dialogue in the original.
'
"I'm afraid of being elevated to
the peerage for my musical ability
some day. I think I'll revive 'The
Bohemian Girl' when I get back and
write In some original stuff.
"Anyway," throwing away the cigar stub, "I've had a lot of fun out of
London, if nothing else; but" America
and Americans for me forever. Its &
most joyful day and still no process
server." .
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TODAY'S MARKETS
Jefferson Reynolds President
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, Aug. 8. The feature of
the market, like yesterday, was the
activity and strength of 'Reading,
which again was accumulated In
large lots at advancing prices. Le
high Valley moved in sympathy. Har- rlman stocks were In demand while
Hill Issues ruled firm. Steel moved
Irregularly with improvement in Cop
pers. American Tobacco was weakest
k
of the specialties and
were
Bonds
strongest
Irregular.
The feature of the noon hour was
the demand for shares of various
American Tob- southern rqftlroadaL
adco more than recovered lt3 early
loss and Westinghouse was up over
three pointB, but the more
active
Issues failed to respond.
The, market heavy. The unfavor-

HiJ'ett Raynoitls Cashier
trls t3M Asst Cashier

E. D. Reynolds Vice President
Stephan B--. Divis Vic9 President

n.

FIRST NATIONAL BAN

Sears-Roebuc-

OF LAS VEGAS, N.

M.

'

Capital,

Surplus, and Undivided Profits $35,000

$100,000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy ancl Ao
comrnodaiion Within the Scope of Good Banking.

able JIarriman statement caused a
general sagging of prices to the lowest level In the last hour, numerous
leading issues selling under yesterday's final quotations. The last sales
were:

Interest PaU on Tlmo Deposits

'

82

Amalgamated
Copper
American Beet Sugar
Atchison

12firs
.108v&

Great Northern .
New York Central
Northern Pacific

.11 7
123

.....;....

1421i

Reading .
Southern Pacific
Union Pacific
United States Steel
United States Steel pfd

.'

.

If it may be termed a

171 Vs
71

.

112'i

BOARD OF TRADE
Chciga,o Aug. 8. Shorts in wheat
showed nervousness today because of
cool, wet weather northwest. The
rains too, checked offerings from
Nebraska. Opening 'prices were
to
cents higher. December started at 92
to
, a gain of
to'
cents and rose to
The close
was unsettled,
and 1 net higher at
CHICAGO

a' means of
presenting the
proposition to the greatest number
include

The

1.694
...1117'3

scieiice-j-nm- st

Science of
Selling
Farms

of prospective buyers.

To reach this

class in the southwest us

'

mMM3

the

OPTIC

WANT COLUMNS

92.

92.

Although September corn was bid
up by a leading firm, the new crop
received
a 'ammerinhg from spe
culators. December opened
to
Y off at 54
to 64
and sagged to
5414. The close was steady at C5yg
for September, a net advance of

F'

1

;

(
&

v
i'

cent
Strength developed in oats owing
to signs that the heavy movement of
the cereal would be delayed. December started
to
higher at
32
to 32 and advanced to 32.
Low.er prices for hogs depressed
provisions.
First sales ranged from
last night's level to 15, cents down
with October delivery J17.S2Vj for
pork and $10.55 for lard. Rihs were
inactive. The closing quotations were
as follows:
Wheat, September 93; December

93.

Corn, September

55.
Oats,

'

September

"

22.;

Porfe,

7'

;

B8;
'

December

31;

December

'

September $17.82.

Lard, September $10.47
Ribs, September $10.57.

'
'

V
'

"

ST. LOUIS' WOOL
St. Louis," Aug. 8. Wool steady.
Territory and western mediums 23(g)
24; fine mediums 1820; fine 1317.
'

NEW YORK MONEY
New York, August 8. Call money
; prime paper 5 to
Mex

ican dollars

48.

for

sa.
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NEW STOCK OF

FLORSHEIM SHOES FOR MEN
JUST RECEIVED
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NEW YORK METAL
New York, August 8. Silver 61;
Tin 45.15
Copper 16.8717.25;
45.45; Lead 40.454.55.
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the other and he would clean out
box.
mainstays of the club in the
bar room in less than two minutes
Donovan has a wonderfully magnetic
by the starter's watch.
TOLD
mannerism and is extremely popular
This little "rough house" complimarked
with the players. He has
ment
lets Flynn "out." He has no
executive ability, good baseball sense
more right to play the role of
ATIONAL HEAD
and is a shrewd business man. He
"white hope" than Percy Bronson
T. H. Hendricks came fa last evenis the logical man to bp selected by
would have to take a stab at
President Navin as Jennings'
ing from Mb home in El Paso on busiREBELS WIN VICTORY.
'
THOMAS J. CARLING OF MACON.
ness.
Washington, Aug. 8. Dejabon, San
Tommy Burns Is getting now
rebGA., 13 CHOSEN AS GRAND
J. F. Boyer of Albuquerque was a
Domingo, has been captured by
again. The Canuck wants to cum"
CHANCELLOR
visitor in Las Vegas yesterday and
els from Haitian territory, according
- back into the ring and has sent an
PUGILISUP
SIZES
WALKER
M.
H.
New
today.
to state department advices from Port HAITIAN PRESIDENT
TIC SITUATION IN LOS AN. , agent, backed by a bankroll, to
From Page One)
(Continued
resulted
was
Las
in
8.
McCoralck
which
offi
Vegas
of
Denver,
Election
P.
Aug
Au Prince. The fight
York as an indication of his sincerity.
GELES EXAMINER
lasted fourteen hours.
today from hia farm near Wagon cers occupied practically the entire
Burns was a slippery sort of a cus
"Come here, you) old wolf," the col in the capture,
BURNED TO DEATH
IS
numbered two hundred.
Mound.
morning and afternoon session today
wounded
The
I'M.
when at hlB 'best. Alter
tomer
H
Walker)
onel said as he grasped his friend,
(By
F. C Schullback was in Las Vegas of the supreme lodge Knights of Py
The rebels, it is said, crossed from
,1
sin
of years' idleness, though, it
Johnson
couple
the
Jack
or
that
Burton'
Albeit
Granting
Wyoming, by
to imagine Tommy as the
today from his home in Albuquerque thias in convention here. At 2:30 o'- hand.
difficult
Quranamlntho Haiti. The Dominican
is
has
he
WHEN PALACE IS DE cere In the announcement that
clock officers had been elected as folclaims the defeat or tne PERISHES
on business.
of
the black boys now do
government
.the
was
conqueror
It
what
Governor
and
that;droye
Colonel Roosevelt
retired,
STROYED IN SUDDEN
with great losses. RIghtB
Max Krause of the Mora Mercan- lows:
X
there
rebels
act
bear
heavyweight champion from the ring? ing the
Johnson were then esicorted to a
Jeannette,
- Burns
tile company was in Las Vegas today
Supreme
chancellor, Thomas J. room wheTa members of two notifi- of foreigners and nationals are being
Bend
againaft
feet.
his
in
circulation
blood
Lack, of
and the customs house is
Carllng, Macon, Ga.; supreme chan
on business.
or MoVey and the result
the
Bern
as
Langford
Gen
8.
BlSnky
kicks,"
"Frozen
cation committees, there being one respected
Aug.
Port Au Prince, Haiti,
undisturbed. The United States gun
Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Ferguson were cellor, ,S. Young, Ada, Ohio; supreme
r-probably would be another "Reno.'
ir,- " ,
also lor the vice president, filed in
Cincinnatiua Leconte. president slang savant, would say.
eral
Plata.
AnPuerto
is
at
Rev.'
H.
from
their
Petrel
boat
Spearing,
In Al Taker and Luther McCarthy
in Las Vegas yesterday
prelate,'
Joseph
to- Had Jack hopped out in, the open
and shook hands, Te Ceremony soon
of the republic of Haiti, perished
we
nistoh, Ala.; supreme record keeper, was over and then the nominees
have'a pair ot promises. But would
home in Wagon Mound.
he
that
in a fire which destroyed the na with the honest statement,,
dav
of
B.
Minn.;
Silver
White
Fred X Wheaton, Minneapolis,
Mrs. Florence
wished to re n't it be unwise to allow either of
gathered with the members of the na
tional palace. It was causea oy tne was "going back" and
Tho
'.'of
havmaster
Las
in
a
visitor
exchequer,
is
supreme
Vegas,
have effec- these young boxers to fall into the
would
City
at tire undefeated he
tional committee, which had assemexplosion of a powder magazine
su
ot. ev "chocolate dutch?"
scatter
guns
the
and
ing arrived from her home last even' mas D. Mears,; Wilminton. N. C;
bled to complete its organization
tached to the palace. The explosion tively, spiked
Palzer showed himself to be made
preme outer guard, Henry M. Wads-- make campaign plana.
In
country,;;,,
ing.
criticthe
this
morning
o'clock
3:15
ery
occurred at
of
the right kind of fighting stock
Galves
Mrs. Anna Buhler arrived last night worth," Philadelphia, Penn.
the
I
will
believe
Is.
that,
The four headquarters probably
the shock shattered the palace, M It
and
seaalso
a
id
The
for
Pythian' Sisters,
of legiti when, after being floored by Wells,
from her borne in Marion, Ind.,
be in New York,. San Francisco, Chi
Fire followed quickly and the palace, ton party mentions Hack;
bien
their
held
J.
slon
this
here
with
son,
visit
her
of
bis Tea- - he got up and whipped th& Brltton, to
week,
months'
as
cue
three
cago and New Orleans. At a special
,nnriftn structure, was consumed mate opponents"
of
officers
Wednesday. conference attended
nial election
the ropes. a point where Wells' brain was filled
T. Buhler.
by G. W. Per
within half an hour. There were a sons for diving through
were:
Those
elected
the darky's with bright lights and his ears witn
In
note
muni- Here is the false
James D. Davidson, managter of
kins, Senator Joseph M. Dixon, chair
great number ot explosions of
Ida M. John- man
Mrs.
Sunreme
minutes to j powdered rosin.
chief,
cornthree
us
of
stored
Brown
Juat
&
national
ot
give
been
of the nrogressive
dirge.
the firm
Finnegan
tions ot war which hadi
battles
ThA most of McCarthy's
we'll rip
and
suyrau
mittee and Mr. Beverldge, the toor
put on a new ribbon
Albuquerque, was in Las Vegas today son, uentrai mty. wio.;
in the cellars below.
the copy cutter
een
M.
for
have
fought
Union, section
by
Davis,
Cora
Mrs...
the
of
sub
Remington
and
nior,,
a
was
MANAGER
$ew rasps
on business.
originated
FAMOUS BASEBALL
plan
All the' houses around the palace oft
Mrs. Lilly
and tho1 linotype machine tormentor.
.benefit.
mitted to the full committee.
F. I Myers, Santa Fe division su Oregon; supreme junior,
WILL GO TO BOSTON NAwere greatly damaged, but, as the the retreating ruler's
He has been given sufficient publicscorched
supreme
of
Calif.;
men
Oakland,.
will
Sounders,
are
three
fireThere
Mr. Perkins, it is reported,
the
TIONALS IN, 1913.
perintendent, left thia afternoon on a mnnafffir: Mrs. Elizabeth J. Hutchinmatch
y
palace itself was isolated,
In the boxing ity and a
be chosen chairman of the campa'pn
men succeeded in their efforts to lo skins and kinky scalps
short business trip to the southern
watched with Interest
be
would
as
keeper
supreme
Me.;
Woodford,
Lxecutive
legitimate
son,
who
figure
committee with permanent
game today
Chicago, Aug. 8. The threat of calize the fire.
part of the division.
Also the bringing together of the
uue.
of records and correspondence, Mrs.
in New York. Senator Ban B. Johnson to force Hugh Jenof the family or tue challengers for the heavyweight
members
headquarters
The
Richard Dunn, a merchant of Gas
olds
su
time rlvfefls, Flynn land Burns,
and
Mich.;
Union
City.,
rec
Langford
ni
Josie Nelson,
Joe Jeannette, Sam
Dixon will be made managing
of the Detroit Tigers, oresident, all of whom'were in the
manager
nings,
con,. San Miguel county, is spending
Ash
be worth an hour of any man's
would
and circulate out of the American league haB bedu Sam McVey. Doesn't, that list make
preme investor of finance, Mrs.
palace at the time, were saved,
' "" a day or two in the city, having ar- Bassford, Lancaster, Wis.; supreme tor of the campaign
time.
arguthe country.
come a reality. The season of 1912 President Leconte himself perisneu. Johnson's 'Tack of opponents"
throughout
rived last night Albuquerque Jour-na- l. nrntarfw
Mrs.
Meanwhile let Jeannette, Langford
Pocahontas. Band,
Colonel Roosevelt did not remain sees the finish of the famous "Eah- - Consternation reigned among the po ment look like a blank shot?
real and McVey keep firing away at each
a
of
heart
Ida McKinney, Dayton, Ohio.
the
occur
bad
Johnson
through
.committee
Jack
in
If
the
have
a
national
with
the
disorders
as
no
Yaah"
manager
pulace, but
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Crockett arriv
trto other. Eventually these leuows are
champion he would take on this
its deliberations, saying he wanted circuit of. baseball clubs. He is now red.
"
T''
ed this afternoon on stub train No.
'best
a
seller,"
"f want you to write
If the champion bound to reach the cane and Una
the committee to choose its own of- working out the last three months ot
The military authorities are 'main- Inside of one year.
1 from Denver to attend the funeral
ment age, when we may hope for i
said the publisher.
ficers and managers. Colonel Theo his Detroit contract.
tninfne order in the town. Both the is the ipeer of all the heavyweights,
of Mrs. Crockett's father, T. W. Garcould
white heavyweight champion.
"AU right," replied the resourceful dore Roosevelt and the active mem- he
to
to
be,
the cnamt,er and the senate have been as he Is supposed,
Next season Jennings will go
rard.
of Joe
author. "You, get out your advertis- earn
remained in Chi. Boston National league club to BUC'
disposing
$75,000
by
and
probfully
caUed in national assembly
Deverau Hunt is in Las Vegas from ins and illustrations so that I can
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
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;
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aUhough most of the del. ceed Johnny Kling as manager. He . . wU1 nominate a successor to and the two Sams.
his home in Leavenworth, Kansas. know Just wnai you wui n. w
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LAS VEGAS DAILY

Estray Advertisement
Notice ia hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
S. L. Fisher, El Porvenlr, N. M,
One red cow 2
years,
spotted red and white.
M PD
Branded
On left ribe
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Aug. 26, 1912, said date, being
10 days after last appearance of this
advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATf LE SANITARY BOARD.
,

usiiiess,,

Directory
ch.ii run L
'z:xs.

Cor".

iz.

U

To-wl- t:

r

01 LL

ru.w0 Prep

'

Grandjand Douglas Ave.
Sast Las Vegas, N. M.

LAS VEGAS GARAGE

1st pub. Aug.

M BIEHL, Pfopietor

6,

Albuquerque, N. M.
last fpub.Aug.16, 191?,

Estray Advertisement
Notice Is hereby given to whom It
may concern that the iouowwg De
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Wm. K. Jones, Gallup, N. M.
One black mare and colt.
900 lbs., 14 years, right hip knocks!

416 Grand

Ave
Phone Main 447

Battery Charging Station
Automobiles (or Hire

To-wl- t:

down.

A.

Branded
PS
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Aug. 26, 1912, said date being
10 days after last appearance of this
advertisement, said ebtray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.

II. Lorenzen

Carriage Manufacturer,
General Blacksmithing,
Carriage Painting

CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st pub. Aug. 6, last pub. Aug. 16, 1912,

DEALER IN

Heavy Hardware and
Wagon Material

Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it
may conoera that the following described estray animal was taken up by
Anlclto Mestas de Montoya, Santa
Cruz, N. M.
t:
One red with white face
mare, 4 years, 800 lbs.

PETER P. MACKEL
HOUSE AND 6IGN PAINTING
Hardwood Finishing, Paper Hanging
and Glazing.
Estimates Cheerfully Given,
West Side Plaza . . . . Old Town

To-wl-

Branded
H
On left shoulder
Said animal being unknown, to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Aug. 26, 1912, said date being
10 days after last appearance of this
MOWERS SHARPENED
LA
Lock and Ounsmith Bicycle and advertisement, said (estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
General Repairing
owner when found.
520-6t-

H. G. YOUNG

'

Street

E. Las Vegas

'''

CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st pub. Aug. 6, last pub. Aug. 16, 1912,

Automobile. Carriage &
Estray Advertisement

SIGH PAIUTinC
N.

429

0.

'

advertisement, said estray will he sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.

Notice Is hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following de
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Juan Ortiz, Villa Nueva, N. M.
One red horse 4 or 3 years,

HERMAN

Grand Ave

To-wl- t:

Branded
On left hip
Estray Advertisement
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
Said animal being unknown to this
may concern that the following ae- - Board, unless claimed by owner on or
scrlbed estray animal was taken up by before Aug. 26, 1912, said date being
Anicito Mestos de Montoya, Santa 10 days after last appearance of tills
Cruz, N. M.
advertisement, said estray will be sold
One red female horse,
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
years, 600 lbs.
Branded
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
On left hip
Albuquerque, N. M.
Said animal toeing unknown to this 1st pub. Aug. 6, last pub. Aug. 16,, 1912.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Aug. 26, 1912, said date being
Estray Advertisement
10 days after last appearance of this
Notice Is hereby given to whom tt
advertisement, said icstray will be sold may concern that the following de
by this Board for the benefit of the scribed estray animal was taken up by
Dan McSherry, Dwyer, N. M.
owner when found.
One red hall face bull, 3
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
4
M.
N.
feet high,
years old,
Albuquerque,
'
Branded
1st pub. Aug. 6, last jwb. Aug. 16j 1912,
L .1
On! left shoulder
Advertisement
to
this
unknown
animal
Estray
Said
being
Notice Is hereby given to whom It Board, unless claimed by owner on or
may concern that the following de- before Aug. 26, 1912, said date being
scribed estray animal was taken up by 10 days after last appearance of this
'
Manuel Vigil, Santa Cri:; N. M.
advertisement, said estray will be sold
One Mexican
pony, 300 by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
lbs., 4 or 5 years.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Branded
On left shoulder
Albuquerque, N. M.
lBt
6,
last
pub.
pub. Aug. 16, 1912.
Aug.
animal
to
unknown
Said
this
being
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Estr ,y Advertisement
before Aug. 26, 1912, said date being
Notice Is hereby given to whom It
10 days after last appearance of this
advertisement, said estray will be sold may concern that the following deby this Board for the benefit of the scribed estray animal was taken up by
Espirldion Lucero, Pecos, N. M.
owner when found.
On,e small sorrel mare, T
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
or 8 years, 650 lbs.
Albuquerque, N. M.
Branded
1st pub. Aug. 6, last pub. Aug. 16, 1912.
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Estray Advertisement
Notice Is hereby given to whom it Board, unless claimed by owner on or
may concern that the following de before Aug. 26, 1912, said date being
scribed estray animal was taken up by 10 days after last appearance of this
Wm, Gallagher, Elizabethtown, N. M. advertisement said estray will be sold
One small light bay mare by this Board for the benefit of the
white strip in, face, 14 hands high, 650 owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
lbs,, 3 years' .old and unbroken.
To-wl- t:

To-wl- t:

'
lbs.
uranaea
LJ L D
On left Up
n
Said animal being unknown Jo this
Board, unless claimed by owner; on or
YEWLYJItEJIOOKLEI)""
before Aug. 26, 1912, said date being
10 days after last appearance of this
Private Baths and Lavatories
advertisement, said estray will be Bold
SteaJiHeat (Private Telephones by this Board for the benefit of the
Rates $2.50!per day and up
ipwner when found.
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On left thigh
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Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Aug.' 26, 1912, said date being
10 days after last appearance of this
advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st pub. Aug. 6, last pub. Aug. 16, 1912.

'
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To-wi- t:

ri
yj

When you order your Ice from us,
you may rest assured that you are
getting "correct weight" If there Is
anything In which we take pride, It's
our honest dealing and the high qua!
by
Ity of our Ice. We ,are out for busiSouthwestern Agri. Corporation, Los
ness and if honesty, integrity and
Estray Advertisement
Lunas, N. M.
Notice Is hereby given to whom .it
with reasonable
quality, combined
One sorrel male horse 15
prices can get it we'll get the busl may concern that the following de years, 850 lbs.
scribed estray animal was taken up by
ness.
Branded r
F. R. Btsby, Hurley, N. M.
On left hip
CO.
THE CRYSTAL .ICE
One dark red cow, 8 yens,
Said animal being unknown to this
Phone Main 227
800 lbs.
unless claimed by owner on or
Board,
Branded
before Aug.. 26, 1912, said date being
On left ribs
10 days after last
appearance of this
The "Progressive" Party
Branded
advertisement, said estray will be sold
Is the Individual, man or woman, who
On left hip
Dy tnis Board for the beaePt of the
uses Foley Kidney Pills for backache,
L
rheumatism, weak back, and other kid
Said animal being unknown to una owner when found.
ney and bladder Irregularities. Foley
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Kldnev Pills are healing, strengthen Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Albuquerque, N. M.
benebefore
to
and
said
1912,
date being
Aug. 26,
produce
quick
ing, tonic,
ficial results. Contain no harmful 10 days after last appearance of this 1st pub. Aug. 6, last pub. Aug. 16, 1912,
drugs. Never sold In bulk. Put up In advertisement said estray will be sold
two sizes In sealed bottles. The genEstray Advertisement
this Board for the benefit of the
uine In a yellow package. O. G. Schaef-e- by
13 hereby given to whom It
Notice
owner
when
found.
and Red Cross Drug Store.
may concern that the following de
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Albuquerque, N. M.
Charence Ford, Alma, N. M,
Dr. C. H. Ellsworth , Dentist 16 1st pub. Aug. 6, last pub. Aug. 16, 1912,
One 2 year old heifer, red.
Baldwin St.. Rochester, N. Y, says Fo
white face, 700 lbs.
.
Advertisement
ley's Kidney Pills gave him Immediate
Estray
'
THof anil strensthened him wonder
Branded
p- Notice is hereby given to whom It
,
with
bothered
"I have been
I
fully.
On
ribs
left
deconcern
the
that
may
following
and
trouble
weak kidneys and bladder
was
scribed
Said
animal
to
unknown
taken up by
animal being
estray
this
suffered much pain. Foley Kidney
Pills gave me immediate relief and Southwestern Agricultural Cor., Los Board, unless clnimed by owner on or
sm
I
strengthened me wonderfully.
before Aug. 26, 1912; said date being
Lunas, N. M.
Pleased to recommend their use." O.
10 days after last appearance of thlp
One
roan
white
mare,
G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drus? Store.
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Regular
munlcatlon first

and

,

cents per line each Insertion
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy less space than
two
line. All advert! ments charoed
will be booked at apace actually
set,
witnout regard to number of words.
Cash In advance preferred.
Five
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P. O.' ELKSMeets. second anI
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month at O. R. C, hall. Visiting
brothers are' cordially Invited. P,
D. McElroy, Exalted Ruler. D. VT.
Condon, Secretary.

ATTORNEYS

Tem-

HUNKER A HUNKER
T;M p. m. M. R.
Chver A. Hum.
WUHama,
P.; T, O. Geo. H. Hunker
it Law.
Attorneye
Blood, Secretary.
Las Vegas.
New Men- -

pi, at

tt
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OPTIC'S

NUMBER, MAIN

1

RANSPORO CHAPTER

&Mta
Masosd

Vssntctf
WANTED A girl for general house
work. Apply 1100 Seventh street
WANTED Experienced Eewlpg girl,
Mrs. Davis, 414 .Columbia.

NO. t, O.
trot aod thlrt Fridays

E.
In

Mrs. T. B. Boven.
Worthy Katrcm; Jaaiea O. Rntledge
Worthy Fttrca; Mrs. Qeorga Tripp,
Senratary. Phone Mala IM, 120 Arrive
No. 2
Grasd avenue.
TssB-Ssl-.

BROTHERHOOD NO.
io
avery Monday night at
O. R. c. Hall, on Boulaa avenue,
at
8 O'clock.
Vlslttnff miK
cordially welcome. 3a U Gehrlnc-- .
president; 3. T. Buhler, secretary:
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
goods. Ben
Washington.

FOR SALE Household
Sixth and
Lewis,
Hours 10 to 12 a. m.,and
P. m.

3

to

neu

.

.

:10 p. m..

.

.

. .

I: IB

p.

m
No.
....11:05 p m...... 11:10
No. 8
1:15 a. m...:.. 1:25 a. a.
No. 10
n
1:45 p.m...... 2:10

...

WEST
No. 1
No. 3.
No. 7
No. 9

BOUND

1:20 p. m.
.....6:10 a. m
4:40 p. m.
6:35 p. m

...1:45 p. x
6:15 p. m.
4:60 p. f
7:00 p. x

5

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERIC
Meet la the forest of brother)
love at Woodmen of the Worl
FOR SALE Horse, buggy and har
hall, on the second and fourth Tr
ness. Also saddle horse. Harry
day of each month at 8 p. m. C. Cl
Wingo.
Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk. VU1

FOR SALE Or rent at a bargain, 12
room furnished residence, opposite
Lincoln park. 803 Jackson avenue.

lag neighbors are especially
com and cordially Invited.
. E.

va

ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 545,
Meet
every find

I. O. of B. B.

For Rent

Tuesday of the month In the vestrr

$100 REWARD $100

The readers of this paper will be
pleared to learn that there Is at least
one dread disease that science has
been able to cure in all Its stages, and
that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure
Is the only positive cure now known
to the medical fraternity. Catarrh being a constitutional disease, requires a
constitutional treatment Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken internally, acting
directly upon the blood and mucous
surfaces of the system, thereby destroying the foundation of the disease,
and giving the patient' strength by
building up the constitution and assisting nature In doing Its work. The proprietors have so much faith In Its curative powers that they offer One Hundred Dollars for any case that It falls
to cure. Send for list of testimonials.
Address F, J. CHENEY & CO, Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by all drugsts, 75a
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.

Hay fever and asthma make August
a month of intense suffering to many
people. Foley's Honey and Tar Compound gives prompt ease and relief,
and Is soothing and healing to the inflamed membranes. Wm. M. Mere-theN. Sears port, Me, says: "A few
doses of Foley's Honey aad Tar Compound relieved me of a severe attack
of asthma and less than a bottle causSecretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer: ed a complete cure.' Refuse substitC V. Hedgoock, cemetery trustee. utes. O. G. Schaefar and Red Cross

Estray Advertisement

D

,

TIE Clio

EAST BOUND

...

For

Branded
On right thigh
Branded
On left thigh

LOCAL

t

FRATERNAL

To-wi- t:

n

Branded
On back part of thighs
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Aug. 26, 1912, said date being
10 days after
last, appearance of this
advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the

Branded
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed. by owner on or
before Aug. 26, 1912, said date being
10 days after last appearance of this owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
advertisement said estray will be sold
Albuquerque, N. M.
by this Board for the benefit of the
1st pub. Aug. 6, last pub. Aug. 16, 1912.
owner when found.
,

CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st pub. Aug. 6, last pub. Aug. 16, 1912.

j

-

Tm-

In each mcth a Mar
CD.
sonic Temple at 7:80 p.
Re
Tamme.
Boucher. B. C; Cha

owner when found.
iouce is nereDy given to whom It P. O. E. Meets
first and third Tue
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
may concern that the following deday evenings each month, at Wood
Albuquerque, N. M.
scribed estray animal was taken up by
man hall.
Visiting Brothers cor
1st pub. Aug. 6, last pub. Aug. 16, 1912, T. L. Capt Albuquerque, N. M.
dlally Invited to attend. A. M
One sorrel horse.
Adler, President; E. C. Ward, Se

years,

'i

LAI VEGAS CHAPTER No. , ROYAL
somkf eonvocar
ARCH MASONS
tica ftrat Kacd&y in eaco

Ri

appearance
days
advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the

To-wi- t:

vtsldug Knights ary
invite
cordially

Secretary.

To-wi-

Cruz, N. M.
One black horse 1
400 lbs.

'V

maath- - VIaItln brotb- invited
0TS cordially
N. O. Herman, W. IS.; 9. R. Murray.

'

rooms of Temple Montefiore- - at 8
Albuquerque, N. M.
fst pub. Aug. 6, last pub. Aug. 16, 1912. FOR RENT Furnished rooms and o'clock p. m-- Yisitlnj! brothers are
Isaac Appel
two connecting rooms fo
cordially Invited.
light
Charted Greenclay, See
JjTesldent;
Estray Advertisement
housekeeping. Call 619 Twelfth St
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
retary.
Phone Mali 1DI
may concern that the following de
scribed estray animal was taken up by FOR RENT Two room furni&ned KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNC'l
. NO. 804.
Meets second and fosr
house. 921 Lincoln avenue.
1. H. Killer, liy'untalnalr, N. M. J,.
t:
Thursday in O. R. C. ball. Plone
One'light bay mare, with
building. Visiting members are c
dark feet 8 years old, 650 lb3., wire FOR RENT Desirable
furnished
dlally lnvied. Peter Emenaker, G.
cuts on right side.
rooms for men in Commercial club,
K., Richard Devine, F. 8.
i
All conveniences.
Branded
$15 per month,
On left Jaw
See porter or Geo. A. Fleming, Sec
I. O. O. Ft LAS VEGAS LODGE NO
retary.
Branded
1. Meets every
On left hip
Monday evening a!
their h&il on Sixth street All visit
Said animal being unknown to this FOR RENT Fine suite of furnished
rooms, bath, electric lights, etc. Al
ing brethren cordially Invited to atBoard, unless claimed by owner on or
tend. J . D. Frldenatlne, N. G.;
so single room, excellent location
before Aug. 26, 1912, said date being
918 Eighth street
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. Elwood
10
of this
after last

Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
Anlclto Mestos de Montoya, Santa

1.
NO.
LODGE
OOHADO
Meet
OP PYTHIAS
KNIGHT
va
ery Monday
'V
nlng in Caatle HaU.

EL

com- -

" tliird ThMirafertae
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SOCIETY DIRECTORY

I

f

To-wi-

..

J

CAFF

(ID

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

To-wl- t:

SANITARY BOARD,
Estray Advertisement
Notice Is hereby given to whom It
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st pub. Aug. 6, last pub. Aug. 16, 1912. may concern that the following' described estray animal was taken up by
Wm. K. Jones, East Las Vegas, N. M.
Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it
t:
One gray mare three years
may concern that the following de- old, weight about 7G0 pounds, about
scribed estray animal was taken up by 12
hands high.
Wm. French, Cimarron, N. M.
.
Branded
r j
One white mare 10 vears,
On left hip
700 lbs.
Said animal being unknown to this
Branded
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
On left shoulder
before Aug. 26, 1912, said date being
Branded
.',
10 days after last appearance of this
On left hip
advertisement, said estray will be sold
Said animal being unknown to this by this Board for the benefit of the
Board, unless claimed by owner on or owner 'when found.
before Aug. 26, 1912, said date being
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
10 days after last appearance of this
Albuquerque, N. M.
advertisement, said estray will be sold 1st pub. Aug. 6, last pub. Aug. 16, 1912.
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
Estray Advertisement
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Notice Is hereby given to whom It
Albuquerque, N. M.
may concern that the following de1st pub. Aug. 6, last pub. Aug. 16, 1912. scribed
estray animal was taken "up

To-wl-

I

'

A

THE BEST

n rm
tnrn
?
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RESTAURANT

LOBBY

TOE

TIC

j'ieeSeeeee-e-tteieee-

S

Estray Advertisement
Notice Is hereby given to whom It
may concern that t the following described estray animal was taken up by
Wm. French, Cimarron, ,N. M.
One brown horse, 15 years,

CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st pub. Aug. 6, last pub. Aug: 16, 1912. 800 lbs.

,

400

I T II EJjO P

CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
&
Albuquerque, N. M,
1st pub. Aug. 6, last pub. Aug. 16, 1912.

To-wl- t:

r

h

spotted, white face, white feet, 10
years.
Branded
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Aug. 26, 1912, said date being
10 days after last appearance of this
advertisement, eaid idstray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
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retary.

Drug Store.

"Were all medicines as meritorious
as Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
Diarrhoea Remedy the world would'
be much better off and the oercentaea
of suffering reatly decreased," writes
Lindsay Scott of Temple, Ind. For
sale by all dealers.

RETAIL PRICES
!

Iba. or Mora, Each Delivery
tQQ Iba, Eaoh DeUwry
CM Ike. ta 1)0S !ba Eaetv Delivery
M Ibe, to 59 Iba Eaah Delivery

W

z9q per

lb, to

2So per

lit

lee.

Iks.
per 1M Ike,
8c per 1tj
tte per 1st lb.

se

Lesa Than M Iba, Each Delivery

AGUA PURA COMPAlNY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice the Puritv
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Veras
Famous Office 701 Douglas Avenue.

.

Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following de
scribed estray animal was taken up by
H. B. Steele, Estancia, N. M.
One bay horse, 500 lbs
Branded
V
On left Jaw
'
Branded
On left shoulder
'
Branded
On right hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, uulees claimed by owner on or
before Aug. 26, 1912, said date being
10 days after last appearance of this
advertisement, said estray will he sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.

One of the most common complaints
that hard working peoplo are afflicted
with is lame back.

Apply Chamber-

lain's liniment twice a day and massage the parts thoroughly at each application, and you will get quick relief.
For sale by all dealers.

To-wi- t:

Mr. W. S. Gansalus, a farmer Jiving
near Fleming, Pa., says he has used
Chamberlain's Colic. Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy in his family for fourteen years, and that he has found It to
be an excellent remedy, and takes
pleasure in recommending It. For
sale by all dealers.

INVESTMENT BANKERS MEET.
New York, Aug. 8 At a
conference held at the
-Astoria
this aftemoqri steps were
taken to complete the organization of
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
the Investment Bankers' Association
of America. It Is understood that the
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st pub. Aug. 6, last pub. Aug. 16, 1912, new organization will seek affiliation
with the American Bankers'
Old papers ror saw. , Optic office
d

Waldorf-

r

n

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders
Classified ads. search out thepeopl3 to whom
amon
al
of those who MIGHT BUY-- the
particular thing is worth most.
That property you want to sell isIWORTH MOST to gome-on- e
who reads the ads. in this newspaper and
would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.

Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper, want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of
any
sort, and musical instruments.
As the classified ads. are read by all
possible buysrs, of a
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the fmders'of the
best markets!
'
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Whenever Anything For The Good of The Community is Proposed, Get in The Front
Line of The Procession And See That The Project is Brought to a Successful Conclusion.
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You Can do it by Advertising.

That You Boost Your Business.

a

i

V.

,

t

1

:

1 1

ii

?

i.

::

Furnishes the best advertising medium and it is willing to join in any scheme that
will be for the benefit and betterment of Las Vegas.
Should you care to supplement your newspaper advertising by the use of circulars
and catalogues The Optic's job department can turn out beautiful work of that variety.
X.'
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,
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Ounce Fish, Nice Stock

iew.ch 10c.

Flnch'i Golden Wedding
aged
in the wood. Direct from distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of court.

Ej,

Word was received in Lau Vegas
today of the death of the
daughter of h. I Cahill, superintendent of the state reform school, n
Springer yesterday. The funeral occurred this afternoon.

Ounce Fish

12

Elc!i

i

20c

There will be a special communication of Chapman lodge No. 2 A. F.
& A. M. tomorrow afternoon at 2
o'clock, at which time the members
of the lodge will go in a body from
the Masonic Temple to the Garrard
residence to attend the funeral of
their late" brother, T. W. Garrard. A
large attendance at the communication Is requested.

s

kC IC
THE CASH GROCER

The civil service examination for
postal clerk and mall carrier, scheduled to occur on August 20, will be
held in the Carnegie library Instead of
the East side postofflce as announced
last night. All applications for examination must be in the hands of the
secretary of the local civil service examining board ten days before the
date of the examination.

St
FO.l J2LLY

lu

According ton report received this
morning from the camp of the Las Vegas Boy Scouts on the Rio de la Casa,
Theodore Skinner, son of Rev. and
Mrs. Norman Skinner, was missing
from the camp night before last, hav
ing been lost while hiking around in
the hills. The .searching party found
him the next morning safe and sound
at a farm house a short distance from
the camp, young Skinner having spent
the night with the hospitable farmer.

t'V
75c Per 8 Pound Basket
,

.

i

,.--

FANCY TABLE PEACHES

10c Per PomijP:

Washouts, the result of the recent
'heavy rains In eastern Colorado and
western Kansas between La Junta,
Colo., and Dodge City, foave tied up
through traffic on the Santa Fe railroad and it Is probable that the Cali
fornia Limited, due here this morning.
at 6:10 o'clock, and this afternoon's
and evening's trains will not arrive
here until after 2 or 3 o'clock tomor
row morning. A number of bridges
are out between Dodge City and La
Junta. The repairs will not e com
pleted until late this afternoon. The
California Limited Is due to arrive In
La Junta at 11 o'clock tonight, according to the present schedule, and will
A stub
be the first train through.

Jo H STEARNS

SUGARITE

PLf
.

r.

wJ

'1

Or
NUT"

LUMP
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

:

DoIIirs In Wee? or
'

''.WW

have on hand a complete ptock, of

ECnS,WlN03W SCEEENS AND WIEE SCEEtNll

At The Most Reasonable Prices
Get our quotations before buying

lag
At

wEma Luzzpzn go.
Town
Phone
Main 150

hi

Old

Tbe Dome of tie Best of Everyiog

,1

r.r- -

i

Which are you saving?
A few cents added to your
laundry bill will be well spent
if you receive In return a service bo conscientious and painstaking that your clothes wear
four times as long.
Soft water, pure soap, careful
employessuch service means
a weekly economy on clothes
that quickly runs Into dollars.
Why not begin this economy
this week? A phone or postal
will bring a wagon to your door
promptly.

Eetile
Las Vegas Steam

VE ARE RECEIVIuG DAILY

Laundry
Phone Maim 61

California, Colorado and New Mexico Fruits
and Vegetables, Peaches, Plums, Pears, Apples,
Black Raspberries, Apricot sV Cantaloupes,

Watermelons.
Celery, Radishes, Lettuce Onions, Green
and Wax Beans, Cauliflower, Summer Squash,
Tomatoes, Cucumbers, New Cabbage.

IE fiHAAF & IIAYVARD CO. STORE

.

617 Dougla$

Are

,

-

fl

.

-

'

THIS

the apportionment

71

A

year.
Ortiz

County Commissioner Fidel
has purchased the Reo touring car
of Percy Holman. Like other novices
in the1 automobile game Mr. Ortiz got
"stuck" one night recently and was
obliged to get help before continuing
his way home. He Is gradually mastering the gasoline wagon, however,
and soon expects to have It roped and

RATES
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sh'oe-mhng-

full sizet, you have heietolore
liad to choofe between ihoes
little too ti.'tt or loo loose.

You don't have to accept a
Bcar-Iany mure, Come to
u fo a pair ot Regal Oxfot&
aml 'irciue perfect it
cid
tmifoH. '
;
j

1359

$503
FX

GREENBERGER:
OLEfAGENT

-S-

fa

This Solid Oak Frame

NICE QUESTION IS ASKED
TRIAL OF MAN IN
PHILADELPHIA. -

"What makes you think that Kurt
is marrying me for my money?"
"Well, he must have some reason."

IN

Philadelphia, Aug. 8. Police Magistrate Haggerty today held Jean Haud-ocauchef of a hotel, in flOO .bail
for court to answer a charge of cruelty to animals for placing a wooden
peg in the first joint back of the claw
of a lobster to prevent It from snap-

A

p

1

Porch and Lawn Chair For

0100
FOR A FEW DAYS ONLY
The greatest value ever offered.
one
before the stock is gone.
get

REDUCED

I

Come and

PRICES ON HAMMOCKS TO CLOSE TBE SEASON

UOlSEN i

v

3

&SON

..."

1

AT HARVEY'S

ANIUAL OR A FISH?

LOBSTER;

FORT" CANNED GOODS

1

fice 614 Lincoln avenue.

ttu t

nrnnrpri
rr

IIUI HLUUI

I

Finest Quality Fruits and Ve
getables From Field to Can
The Same Day.

v

ping.
Complaint

I

ONLY HIGHEST GRADES OF FRUITS
AND VEGETABLES ARE PACKED.

FRESH EVERY DAY

..

was - lodged
against
Haudocaur by" a member of the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty
to Animals, who saw the "pegged"
lobster on exhibition in a window in
the hotel grill. A preliminary hearing
In the case was held last week. The
cruelty representative pleaded that
dumb animals have feeling and that
the chef was guilty of cruelty.

BAKERY GOODS

QUALITY

,

For

PURITY

ASH VOlEl GrtCCEli

The Best in The City

PERRY ONION & SON
&

FLORIST- S-

Phone Vce

Ml

V

CLEANLINESS

FOa HF03T"

blukd

Bresi, Ee!ls,

Haudocaur's adherents argued that
the - charge fell because the lobster
was not an aminal.
"It's too much for me," said the
judge. "111 hold the defendant and
let the court decide the matter.'"

,.,

Noted

:

NOW $1.25 PER DOZEN
EEDSMEN

)

ready-io-we-

low-cu-

Coolies, Pies, Dte,

3S

2)
i ,

TS1P

mmm

leoileois,

i

Kill

hates.

Vt

i?

cauforziA :ako eortiiwest
Los Angeles
(fyTf7 Ftfl
San Diego
UU

Cinnamon Rolls

i,s-Jm-

San Francisco and return direct
Seattle, Tacoria & other points

-S-

,,.s

Exact fit is absolutely necessary in low shoes
and Re?al Oxfords are the only
in which you can be sure of getting exact
fit. Because Regals are the only shoes in the
world made in quarter-sizes-just double the usual
s.
number of
One of the
If
u jul
A'ew Krgal
your
between th unul htll rtid
Oxfords

BOUGIiER
"The Store of Satisfaction"
P. S. Next Door to POST OFFICE

05OCO
CGO.CO

Tickets for sale beginning Apr. 27th, on spe;cial dates
the Summer months. Stop overs allowed in either
For further information call on or write.

D.

L

BATCIIELOR, Adent.

j
J

40'--

saddled.

For parties remaining one month or
through the season. Address Harvey's
Ranch, city, or call at Cutler Bros.' of

Lots of Nice Cut Roses

-

i

r

Your Exact Fit .;.
In Eegal Qidbrds

p

SPECIAL
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the

from

public school fund, for the
of the city schools during the coming

Fried Calces

50? Sinh Slrtel

.
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1
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Cents in WasMng
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'
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DANK WILL

Men's trousers axe offered at speELECT
cial low prices $1.58 and $2.98 the
pair, all worth twice the money, at
Taichert's, Douglas avenue.
MEETING WILL BE HELD TONIGHT
IN OFFICE OF GEORGE
The Romero baseball team of the
H. HUNKER.
West 6iia is beginning to branch out
Next Sunday It will play the Lamy
For the purpose of electing officers
Grays at Lamy and on August 18 It of the institution and the transaction
will go to Santa Fe to stack up of other business
pertaining to peragainst the White Sox.
organization, the stockholders
fecting
.
of the Peoples' Bank) and Trust comRoller abating at Rosenthal hall pany, soon to be incorporated, will
from 2 to 5 aSturday afternoon meet tonight in the office of George
and every night In the week. Skat H. Hunker, on the West side. It is
ing free to ladles and 25 cents to probable that the meeting will be adgentlemen. Come and have a good journed to the Plaza hotel, before
time roller skating once again. Ad' transacting the business of the evenmission free. "
,
ing.
which
is ' being or
The institution
August 27 and 28 are to be big ganlzed by J. Eugene Brown of El
days for the members of the Las Ve- PJjiso, and M'nor Meriwether of
gas lodge of the Benevolent and Pro- New Mexico, will be incorporated, in
tective Order of Mka. On those dates the near future with a capital of
1b to occur the Bedicatlon
and for $500,000, $250,000 of which, it is said,
mal opening of the new club house has already been subscribed by peoon Douglas avenue. On the afternoon
ple of this city and immediate vicin
of August 27 there will be a reception
ity. The stock already subscribed is
beginning at 3 o'clock. The public divided among 80 persons among
is cordially Invited to thia function. wlom are some of the most influ
A committee will be on hand to show
ential business men of this section
visitors through the building. In the of the state. The remainder of the
evening of tin) same day the Elks will stock will be sold through the state,
participate In their regular lodge ses making the Institution a statewide orsion. Numerous prominent Elks from
ganization.
cities in New Mexico and Colorado
Eastern capital, it is said, will be
will be here. The regular ritual for
placed In circulation here, through
the dedication of buildings will he the
of local securities,
Observed.
It Is likely that Past by large banking houses In the east
Grand Exalted Ruler Rush L. Holland The business of the institution will
of Colorado Springs will be here to be
principally a trust company busiparticipate in the ceremonies. Fol ness making long time loans on real
lowing ine dedication mere win oe a estate and on equally good securities.
smoker and lunch and a number of The institution will also do a regular
speeches. On the evening of August hanking business, though this will be
28 there will be a reception and dance a 'elde
line with the company. The
top Elks and their ladies only. The Bank and Trust company will be ihe
committee In charge expect to make largest of its kind in the state.
this a brilliant function.
John W. Harris, well known in
banking circles of Missouri, who. re
GARRARD FUNERAL TOMORROW.
cently located in Las Vegas, is acting
The funeral of the late Thomas W.
banking officer of the institution, and
Garrard will occur tomorrow after- a number of
prominent local business
noon at 2 o'clock from the Garrard men are
taking an active interest In
residence on the corner of Eighth the
organization of the company.
street and Columbia avenue. Interment will be in the Masonic cemeCharles Tamme, city cierk, is mak
tery. Rev. Norman Skinner, pastor ing a canvass of East Las Vegas for
of the First Presbyterian church, will the
purpose of determining the numofficiate at the services at the home, ber of children of school
age in the
and the officers- of Chapman lodge
This school census, which is
city.
No. 2 Ai F. & A. M., of which Mr.
taken annually, is necessary to get
Garrard was a past master and one
state

of the oldest and most respected
members, will officiate at the grave.
Mrs. W. L.) Crockett, one of Mr.
Garrard's daughters,, accompanied by
her husband, will arrive this evening
on delayed tr&M No. 3 from Denvei,
to attend the fjervices. James Garrard, the son, arrived from his home
in Roswell
the early part of this
week. Mrs.
Cjl Harris, of Soper,
Okla., and Mrs.. Baker of Milwaukee,
train was run ihls afternoon on the the other two daughters, will not be
schedule of train No, 1 between La in Las Vegas for the funeral. Mrs.
Harris Is in Denver, where she is 111.
Junta and Albuquerque.

PUKE THINGS TO EAT

3 JL

Try a drain of Ola Taylor bourbon
at th Opera Bar.
.,
A Spanish dance will be given at
Rosenthal hall Friday night. Every
one welcome.

f

Fine and Fevt,

NEW

OFFICERS

See Van Petten for Insurance.

Pilgrim Brand- -

AUGUST 8, 1912.

Mrs. O'Brien will give her opening dynce in F. B. hall on Fountain
Square, tonight

LOCAL NEWS
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